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Amazing Cells is an instructional module for grades 5-7 developed by Washington MESA and University of Washington
Genome Sciences Education Outreach. The seven activities in this module engage students in learning about cells, the
building blocks of life. This topic area and the approaches used in this unit, listed below, reﬂect the recommendations
presented in the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council, 1996). The organization of living
things into cells is a fundamental concept in biology, and learning about cells provides a natural link between the
study of whole organisms and molecular processes, including genetics. The study of cells also provides an ideal context
for learning to use an important scientiﬁc tool, the microscope. Students of this age are excited to use microscopes
to view very small things up close, and they are old enough to use them correctly and successfully. A strength of this
curriculum is its integration of math and science concepts throughout the activities. Students will frequently be called
upon to measure, estimate, use the metric system, scale up numbers proportionately, and calculate surface area
and volume.

A6528@8J
In the Amazing Cells activities, students will:
s

Learn through a variety of approaches, including
active investigation, discussion, listening, reading,
and writing

s

Work with concrete materials

s

Make connections between science
and mathematics

s

Employ higher level thinking skills through
observation and analysis of data to develop
conclusions about the natural world

s

Respond to open-ended questions

s

Learn about science careers by modeling the jobs
of scientists and by reading and discussing the
Career Link features

s

Collaborate in small groups

s

Work with their families on investigations
through the Family Link feature

Throughout the unit, students work on activities in small
groups, collaborating and sharing information with each
other. Teachers can group students in a variety of ways, for
example, socially (with friends), by ability (mixed or same),
or randomly. Teachers may use one type of grouping one
day and another the next, or use the type of grouping that
works best in her/his class.
Each activity follows a science learning cycle that has
several phases. Students encounter a concept, investigate
or explore it, reﬂect on their learning, and then extend
their knowledge or apply what they have learned to a
new situation (Karplus & Thier, 1967; Lawson, 1995; Marek
& Cavallo, 1997). In this approach, exploration is central to
the students’ learning. Their understanding of underlying
concepts is developed during the reﬂection that accompanies and follows the exploration. It derives from their
observations and experiences during the exploration. In
contrast, a more traditional approach to science teaching
involves imparting knowledge to students through instructor lectures and explanations and student conﬁrmation of
this knowledge through laboratory activities.
As students are engaged in the activities, teachers should
circulate around the room to ensure that all students are
on task and to encourage them to delve deeper. Here are
some useful strategies:

2>2K:?846==D
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Giving students the opportunity to think out loud,
discuss their thinking with their peers, and reﬂect on
their ideas by writing in their laboratory notebooks

s

Employing group learning strategies (for example,
“Think-Pair-Share,” Lymna, 1981)

s

Encouraging students to focus on the process of solving
the problem and developing their critical thinking skills,
not just on obtaining the “correct” answer

s

Asking students open-ended questions that are clearly
stated and that help guide student discovery and
learning. Teachers should be sensitive to their students’
cultural perspectives on questioning.

Gpsnbujwf!Bttfttnfou!pg!Tuvefou!Mfbsojoh
s

Are students actively engaged?

s

Are the student sheets ﬁlled out or blank?

s

Do students articulate their ideas?

s

Are students discussing with each other, listening to each
other, justifying their ideas about what they think, and
reﬁning their ideas based on group discussions?

s

Do students propose experiments for additional testing?

s

Can students justify their conclusions using what
they have learned?

s

Are students able to apply their learning
to a new situation?

'

Tangible assessments, such as answering questions
in writing, ﬁlling out data tables, and drawing
objects observed in the microscope, are integrated throughout the Amazing Cells activities.
In addition, teachers should continually carry out
formative assessments of student learning as they
circulate around the room when students are carrying out the activities. Formative Assessment suggestions for each activity are included in the activity
chapters. Teachers can ask themselves the questions
below as they observe any of the student activities:

?@E63@@<D
When students are engaged in a hands-on activity, they often
focus on doing the activity but neglect to fully record their ﬁndings or consider implications of their discoveries. We encourage
teachers to use science notebooks in conjunction with the student
sheets included in this unit. Every scientist uses a laboratory notebook to record the details of each experiment, including purpose,
hypothesis, method, results (observations, data tables, graphs),
and conclusions, as well as insights, contradictions, and ideas for
further experimentation. Students can use laboratory notebooks
(and student sheets) in much the same way, modeling authentic
science practice. The student sheets are designed to help students
record their observations in a logical manner, and they include
questions that challenge students to analyze results. If desired,
the student sheets can be taped into the science notebooks after
they have been completed and graded. Students should also be
encouraged to record in their notebooks additional observations
and reﬂections that have not been speciﬁcally elicited by the student sheets. The science notebook provides a permanent record
of experiments that can be referenced well after completion. The
process of organizing data and observations in a notebook leads
students to organize their thoughts coherently, which helps them
to recognize patterns in their data and make inferences about
what they are studying.
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The Amazing Cells curriculum consists of seven linked activities (Table I) covering eight major concepts in cell biology
(Table II). Many of these concepts overlap with state and national science standards for grades 5-8.
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By sorting objects into living and non-living categories, students develop
a deﬁnition of life.

3/! Jouspevdujpo!up!Njdsptdpqft

Students learn how to use compound microscopes and gain experience
viewing and drawing microscopic objects.

4/! Gjfme!pg!Wjfx

Students learn about a microscope’s ﬁeld of view and how to use it to
measure the size of microscopic objects.

5/! Qmbou!boe!Bojnbm!Dfmmt

Students observe plant and animal cells in the microscope, measure their
size, and identify cell parts.

6/! Npefmjoh!Dfmms

Students build a simple cell model and discover the relationship between
cells, tissues, and organs.

7/! Esbxjoh!up!Tdbmf

Students draw microscopic objects to scale to demonstrate their knowledge
of the small size of the objects and their ability to calculate how small to
draw each object.

8/! Tj{joh!Vq!Dfmmt

Students learn that cells are small so that nutrients and wastes can easily
move in and out of them.

)
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1. Living things have characteristics that distinguish them from nonliving things: growing, reproducing, consuming/eating, getting rid
of waste, reacting to the environment, and dying.

s

#

$

%

&

'

s

(

s

2. Cells are the building blocks of living things.

s

s

s

3. Cells have parts with speciﬁc functions: the nucleus, DNA,
cytoplasm, cell membrane, and cell wall.

s

s

s

4. Microscopes are tools that allow the observation and study of very
small objects such as cells.
5. Cells are extremely small.

s

s

s

s

s

s

s
s

6. Cells are very small so that materials such as nutrients and wastes
can be exchanged efﬁciently between the inside and outside of
the cell.
7. Models help us understand complex biological structures such as
the cell.

s

8. Cells make up a tissue, and tissues make up an organ.

s

s

Pshboj{bujpo
Each activity is organized into the following sections:
s Overview

(including required materials and tips for getting ready)

s Background
s Presenting

Information for Teachers

the Activity

s Formative

Assessment of Student Learning

s Overhead

Masters

s Student

Sheets

s Interest

Links (extra readings and mini-activities)
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Amazing Cells fulﬁlls many of the learning objectives established by the National Science Education
Standards for grades 5–8 (National Academy of Sciences, 1996). The content standards relevant
to Amazing Cells are excerpted below and include standards related to science as inquiry, subjectspeciﬁc standards in life science and physical science, standards related to science in personal and
social perspectives, and standards that address the history and nature of science.

CONTENT STANDARD ADDTZV_TV2d:_bfZcj

CONTENT STANDARD BDAYjdZTR]DTZV_TV

Bcjmjujft!Ofdfttbsz!up!ep!Tdjfoujßd!Jorvjsz

Usbotgfs!pg!Fofshz

s

Use Appropriate Tools and Techniques to Gather,
Analyze, and Interpret Data

s

Develop Descriptions, Explanations, Predictions, and
Models Using Evidence

s

Think Critically and Logically to Make the Relationships
between Evidence and Explanations

s

Use Mathematics in all Aspects of Scientiﬁc Inquiry

"!

s

Light interacts with matter by transmission
(including refraction), absorption, or scattering
(including reﬂection).

CONTENT STANDARD CD=ZWVDTZV_TV

Tusvduvsf!boe!Gvodujpo!jo!Mjwjoh!Tztufnt
s

Living systems at all levels of organization demonstrate
the complementary nature of structure and function.
Important levels of organization for structure and
function include cells, organs, tissues, organ systems,
whole organisms, and ecosystems.

s

All organisms are composed of cells—the fundamental
unit of life. Most organisms are single cells; other
organisms, including humans, are multicellular.

s

Cells carry on the many functions needed to sustain life.
They grow and divide, thereby producing more cells.
This requires that they take in nutrients, which they
use to provide energy for the work that cells do and to
make the materials that a cell or an organism needs.

s

Specialized cells perform specialized functions in
multicellular organisms. Groups of specialized cells
cooperate to form a tissue, such as a muscle. Different
tissues are in turn grouped together to form larger
functional units, called organs. Each type of cell, tissue,
and organ has a distinct structure and set of functions
that serve the organism as a whole.

CONTENT STANDARD FDDTZV_TVZ_AVcd`_R]R_U

D`TZR]AVcdaVTeZgVd

Tdjfodf!boe!Ufdiopmphz!jo!Tpdjfuz
s

Science and technology have advanced through
contributions of many different people, in different
cultures, at different times in history.

s

Scientists and engineers work in many different
settings, including colleges and universities, businesses
and industries, speciﬁc research institutes, and
government agencies.

CONTENT STANDARD GD9Zde`cjR_U?RefcV

`WDTZV_TV

Tdjfodf!bt!b!Ivnbo!Foefbwps
s

Women and men of various social and ethnic
backgrounds–and with diverse interests, talents,
qualities, and motivations–engage in the activities of
science, engineering, and related ﬁelds such as the
health professions. Some scientists work in teams, and
some work alone, but all communicate extensively
with others.

s

Science requires different abilities, depending on such
factors as the ﬁeld of study and type of inquiry.

Sfqspevdujpo!boe!Ifsfejuz
s

Reproduction is a characteristic of all living systems;
because no individual organism lives forever,
reproduction is essential to the continuation of
every species.

Sfhvmbujpo!boe!Cfibwjps
s

All organisms must be able to obtain and use
resources, grow, reproduce, and maintain stable
internal conditions while living in a constantly
changing external environment.

2>2K:?846==D
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Scientists formulate and test their explanations of
nature using observation, experiments, and theoretical
and mathematical models.

""
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The resources below provide additional age appropriate information, background,
and activities that are related to the Amazing Cells activities.

H63D:E6D
Cells Alive. How big?

MicrobeWorld

iuuq;00xxx/dfmmtbmjwf/dpn0ipxcjh/iun

iuuq;00xxx/njdspcfxpsme/psh

Interactive animation illustrating the size of various cells
and micro-organisms compared to a pinhead. Can be
viewed online or downloaded.

This student-friendly site has interesting, graphics-rich
information that is appropriate for upper elementary
and middle school students. Check out the microbe
discovery timeline, the Meet the Microbes visual catalog, or the microbiology career information. Download
the activities from the print publication Meet the
Microbes through the Microbeworld Activities.

Molecular Expressions

J/!Qfstqfdujwft;!Qpxfst!pg!21
iuuq;00njdsp/nbhofu/gtv/fev0qsjnfs0kbwb0tdjfodfpqujdtv0
qpxfstpg21
From outer space to electrons and protons, view the
universe in this animation that gets steadily smaller by
leaps of powers of ten.

JJ/!Njdsptdpqf!Nbhojßdbujpo
iuuq;00njdsp/nbhofu/gtv/fev0qsjnfs0kbwb0tdjfodfpqujdtv0
wjsuvbm0nbhojgzjoh
Look at onion cells as well as other items at magniﬁcations ranging from 25X to 1000X.

Size Machine
iuuq;00xxx/ntv/fev0svttfmms0qpsugpmjp0tj{f`nbdijof0!
tj{f`nbdijof/iunm
Compares the size of objects from a mouse to the polio
virus in a clever way that helps students understand the
scale of what they see in a microscope. May help students visualize what they are trying to do in Activity 6,
Drawing to Scale.

"#

Microscopy Society of America – Project Micro
iuuq;00xxx/njdsptdpqz/psh0QspkfduNjdsp
Project Micro is the educational site of the Microscopy Society of America. Find great microscopy
advice for teachers here as well as K-12 classroom
activities, and student-targeted features such as
“Ask-a-microscopist.”

American Society for Microbiology –
K-12 Education page
iuuq;00xxx/btn/psh0Fevdbujpo0joefy/btq@cje>22:2
Curriculum and career resources for K-12 teachers
and students.

3@@<D
Enjoy Your Cells.
Fran Balkwill and Mic Rolph. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Press. 2002. Recommended for ages 8–12.

Microscopic Explorations.
Susan Brady and Carolyn Willard. Lawrence Hall of Science.
1998. Recommended for grades 4–8.

Small Things and Microscopes.

Hidden Worlds: Looking Through
a Scientist’s Microscope.
Stephen Kramer and Dennis Kunkel. 2001. Career-oriented
book for grades 4-8 with magniﬁcent EM color photos of
various microscopic creatures and objects.

Science Experiments with a Microscope.
Shar Levine and Leslie Johnstone. 2002. Introductory
book of engaging microscope activities for ages 9-12.
Contains informative pictures and photographs.

A Delta Science Module. 1994. Order from http://www.
delta-education.com. Intended for grades 3-5, but seems
more appropriate for grades 5-8.

2>2K:?846==D
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s

Living organisms are deﬁned by most or all of the
following characteristics. They require nutrients,
water, and a source of energy; eliminate wastes;
respond to stimuli; reproduce; and die.

s

There may be ambiguity in whether certain items are
living or non-living.

s

Scientiﬁc results are sometimes ambiguous, and
scientists do not always agree about interpretation
of results.

D<:==D
s

Categorizing objects based on their characteristics.

s

Recognizing the characteristics common to all
living things.

s

Converting a list of characteristics to a deﬁnition.

s

Writing persuasively to justify why an object is living
or non-living.

Pwfswjfx
Tuvefout!efwfmpq!b!efßojujpo!pg!mjgf!cz!tpsujoh!b!!
wbsjfuz!pg!pckfdut!joup!mjwjoh!boe!opo.mjwjoh!dbufhpsjft!!
boe!ejtdvttjoh!uif!dibsbdufsjtujdt!pg!mjwjoh!uijoht/!
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gps!fbdi!tuvefou
s

Student Sheet 1.1, Living and Non-living

gps!uif!ufbdifs
s

Transparencies of Student Sheet 1.1, Living
and Non-living and Overhead Master 1.1,
Writing Prompt: Deﬁnition of a Living Thing

s

Carrot or head of lettuce

gps!fbdi!hspvq!pg!gpvs!tuvefout
s

Corks

s

Shells

s

Live crickets, pill bugs, earthworms, etc. (optional)

86EE:?8C625J

s

Seeds

s

Plants or ﬂowers (growing in pot of soil)

1. Photocopy Student Sheet 1.1, enough
for one per student.

s

Plants or ﬂowers (recently cut or picked)

2. Gather materials.

s

Bark

3. Prepare overheads.

s

Bone

s

Various pictures of plants, animals, running water,
crystals, yeast, bacteria, viruses, molds, the sun,
ﬁre, etc.

2>2K:?846==D
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What does it mean to be alive? We may think this is
an easy question for students, but in fact it is very
complicated. Even scientists have not come up with
a universally accepted deﬁnition of life. In this activity, students explore this question by sorting objects
into two categories: living and non-living. They will
discover just how difﬁcult it is to deﬁne life. Shells
and bones were once parts of animals. Are they alive?
What about a seed? Seeds can grow into a living plant
if provided with the right environmental conditions.
What about a ﬂower that has just been picked?
Students enjoy debating this difﬁcult topic. By thinking
of ways that all living things are alike, students can
begin to formulate a deﬁnition of life.
Here are some examples of what your students may
say that all living organisms can do:
s

Eat (they require food for energy)

s

Drink (they require water)

s

Breathe air

s

Make waste

s

Move (Animals may actively move; plants may
move by responding to stimuli, e.g. by orienting
themselves towards the sun.)

s

Are composed of cells

s

Grow

s

Reproduce

s

Die

"'

Why does a unit on cells begin with an activity on what
it means to be alive? As students progress through this
unit’s activities, they will learn that cells are the structural
building blocks of living things. They will learn that
plants, animals, and microorganisms all are made up of
cells, and that these cells share certain features and have
common parts. In subsequent activities, teachers should
relate what students learn about cells back to the idea
that there are some characteristics that are universal
among living organisms and that many of the features
they deﬁned as common to all living things are carried
out at the cellular level, such as respiration (breathing)
and eating.

Qsftfoujoh!uif!Bdujwjuz
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Engage the students’ interest by placing a head of lettuce
or a carrot in front of the class. Working in groups of
four, have students consider whether this “organism” is
alive or not. If students say the lettuce or carrot is not
alive now, ask them when it ﬁrst stopped being alive.
Was it alive yesterday or last week before it was picked
from the garden? Was it alive right after it was picked?
Alternatively, you can show the class a living lettuce
or carrot plant—one that is planted in a pot—and ask
them whether this vegetable is alive. Then show them
a picked head of lettuce or carrot and ask them the
same question.

Tffet!bsf!sfbez!up!cf!bmjwf<!uifz!kvtu!offe!ovusjfout/!
Tffet!ibwf!uxp!mjgftuzmft-!mjwjoh!boe!opo.mjwjoh/!
Tffet!bsf!opu!mjwjoh!ps!opo.mjwjoh<!uifz!bsf!jo!b!ofvusbm!{pof/
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living category, you can use this as a teaching opportunity to explain that scientists often encounter ambiguity
when they do experiments. As the scientiﬁc knowledge
base grows and more experiments are done, questions
that initially could not be answered with certainty may
now be able to be answered. Reassure students that
it is a valid option to place an object in the “not sure”
category on their charts.

Pass out Student Sheet 1.1 and a variety of objects and
pictures to each group. Each group need not receive the
same objects. Be sure that each group receives seeds, as
well as some items that were formerly alive, e.g. bark,
bones, cork; some items that were never alive, e.g. rocks;
and some items that are alive, e.g. a plant or an animal.
Working in groups of four, students sort the objects into
living and non-living categories and record their results
on the chart on Student Sheet 1.1. (Note that the non-living category should contain both objects that have never
been alive and objects that were formerly alive.) Did they
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to categorize any of the objects? What
about objects that were once part of a living organism,
such as bones or cork? Are these things still alive?
Are seeds alive? Seeds present a fascinating case that may
not easily ﬁt into students’ conception of a living organism. Seeds don’t move, breathe, eat, or drink, yet they
can grow into a plant if given the right environmental
conditions. Here are a few sample responses to the question ‘are seeds alive?’ from ﬁfth grade students.

2>2K:?846==D
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You might encourage students to suggest an experiment
to test whether seeds are alive. Students will recognize
that something that is living must be able to die. How
could they treat seeds so that they are no longer able
to sprout when provided with water? Does the fact
that seeds can be treated so that they no longer sprout
(“killed”), prove that they were formerly alive?
If student groups reach an impasse and cannot decide
whether to place a particular object in the living or non-

After sorting the objects, students should create a list of
characteristics shared by all living things. They can refer
to their lists of living and non-living objects to help them
come up with a list that applies to all objects in the living
category. To “test” whether a characteristic on their list
is really common to all living things, they can try to think
of exceptions to the rule, i.e. a living thing that does not
have that particular characteristic. In this way, they can
reﬁne their list by “trying out” each characteristic.
Using their list of characteristics, students should now
write a deﬁnition of a living thing. They should use their
list of characteristics to help them write their deﬁnition.
For example, if their list includes breathing, eating, drinking, and growing, their deﬁnition might look like this:

"(

FD:?8E9672>:=J=:?<
“A living thing breathes, drinks, eats, and grows.
Things that do not have all four of these characteristics
are not alive. For example, although crystals can grow
in size, they cannot breathe, drink, or eat, so they are
not alive.”
Students sometimes have difﬁculty developing a deﬁnition of a living thing from their list of characteristics. If
this is a problem for your students, you may wish to use
Overhead Master 1.1 to provide them with a template for
writing their deﬁnition.

5:D4FDD:@?BF6DE:@?D
Lead the students in a discussion using the questions
below or some they have generated themselves.
1. Did your deﬁnition of a living organism change as
you worked your way through this activity? How?
2. Share your deﬁnition with the class. Does your
deﬁnition differ from other groups?
3. Which items could not easily be classiﬁed as living or
non-living? Share your results for these items with
other groups and see if you classiﬁed these items
the same way.
4. Why do you think scientists are interested in
deﬁning what it means to be alive?

")

Have students take the Family Writing Link home and
complete it there. They should share the link with family
members, discuss their classroom deﬁnition of life, and
ask their family whether or not they think ﬁre is living
or non-living. Students should return to class with their
written paragraphs and be prepared to discuss them
with the class.

Gpsnbujwf!Bttfttnfou!pg!Tuvefou!Mfbsojoh
During this activity, the students rely on their own knowledge of living organisms to develop a deﬁnition of
a living thing. Although they do not actively perform an experiment, they apply the inquiry process as they
consider each item, categorize it, and write their deﬁnitions. As the students carry out this activity, assess
whether they are learning by asking yourself the following questions.

s

Are students actively engaged in sorting objects
and recording them as living or non-living in the
table? (Is the chart ﬁlled out or blank?)

s

Can students make a list of common characteristics
of living things by considering the objects in their
“living” list?

s

Are students discussing which category
objects should go in, listening to each other,
persuading others about what they believe is
the correct category?

s

Can students write a deﬁnition of life based on their
list of characteristics?

s

Are students able to apply their deﬁnition to a
new “object” and decide whether it is living or
non-living (e.g. the ﬂame in the Family Writing
Link)? Are they able to justify their conclusion
using their list and deﬁnition and by referring to
objects previously categorized?

s

Do students articulate why certain items are
difﬁcult to sort?

s

Do students propose experiments to test whether
something is alive?

s

Are students creating and reﬁning their lists based
on discussion within their groups?
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Examine the objects and pictures that have been given to your group. Classify each
object as Living, Non-living, or Not sure, and record in the chart below.

LIVING

NON-LIVING

NOT SURE

Think about why you put objects in the living column. List the characteristics shared by those living
things and all living things. (Hint: if you aren’t sure if all living things have a certain characteristic,
try to think of a living organism that does not. If you can’t think of an organism without that
characteristic, then all organisms must have it.)

Using the list above, deﬁne a living thing. Make sure your deﬁnition
can be used to describe both plants and animals.

#!

OVERHEAD MASTER 1.1
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A living thing has most or all of the following characteristics:

.

In addition, some living things may

.
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Take home your deﬁnition of what it means to be
living and share it with your family. Discuss the
deﬁnition with them and decide if there is anything
you would like to add or change. Once you and your
family are happy with your deﬁnition of a living
thing, ask an adult family member to light a candle.
Observe the candle’s ﬂame for a moment, while
thinking about this question.

Jt!ßsf!b!mjwjoh!ps!b!opo.mjwjoh!uijoh@

##

Write a paragraph or two describing whether you think
ﬁre is living or non-living. Use your observations of the
ﬂame, the list of characteristics that you created in class,
and the deﬁnition that you reﬁned with your family to
help support your answer. Make sure you include similarities and differences of ﬁre to living objects.

Csjoh!zpvs!qbsbhsbqi!cbdl!up!tdippm!up!tibsf!
xjui!zpvs!dmbttnbuft/

Jouspevdujpo!up

Njdsptdpqft
E:>6 Two 50 minute sessions or one longer session.
4@?46AED
s

s

s

Microscopes are scientiﬁc instruments used to
examine objects too small to observe with the
naked eye.
A microscope’s lenses determine the
magniﬁcation of an object viewed in the
microscope.
A microscope’s lenses may invert or
reverse an image.

D<:==D
s

Using a compound microscope.

s

Preparing dry mount slides.

s

Calculating the magniﬁcation of objects viewed
in the microscope.

s

Drawing objects viewed in the microscope accurately,
keeping them in scale with the ﬁeld of view.

Pwfswjfx
Tuvefout!mfbso!ipx!up!vtf!dpnqpvoe!njdsptdpqft!boe!hbjo!!
fyqfsjfodf!wjfxjoh!boe!esbxjoh!njdsptdpqjd!pckfdut/
Jo!uijt!bdujwjuz-!tuvefout!xjmm!mfbso!uif!qbsut!pg!b!njdsptdpqf!
boe!xibu!fbdi!qbsu!epft-!jefoujgz!uif!qbsut!po!uifjs!pxo!
njdsptdpqft-!dbmdvmbuf!uif!nbhojßdbujpo!pg!uifjs!njdsptdpqf-!
boe!mfbso!ipx!up!vtf!boe!dbsf!gps!b!njdsptdpqf/!Uispvhi!
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v

Cover slips (choose plastic or glass depending
on age of students)

v

Small, blank scraps of newsprint or notebook paper

v

Salt

v

Sugar

v

An assortment of specimens for microscope viewing
such as sand, threads, pencil shavings, facial tissues,
fabrics, newspaper scraps with words on them, colored
comics from the newspaper, etc.facial tissues, fabrics,
newspaper scraps with words on them, colored comics
from the newspaper, etc.

Overhead 2.1, The Compound Microscope

gps!fbdi!tuvefou
v

Student Sheet 2.1, Getting to Know Your Microscope

v

Student Sheet 2.2, Instructions for Viewing and Drawing
Microscopic Specimens

v

Student Sheet 2.3, Observing Specimens in
Your Microscope

v

Student Sheet 2.4, Observing Salt and Sugar

v

Student Sheet 2.5, Observing More Specimens

gps!fbdi!hspvq!pg!3.4!tuvefout
v

v

Microscope (A compound microscope having two
lenses. For Activity 2, a magniﬁcation of only 30-50X
is required, although higher magniﬁcations can add
detail. For Activities 3 and 4, a magniﬁcation of at least
100X will be needed. Dissecting microscopes are not
suitable for the activities in this unit)

v

External light sources if your microscopes have
mirrors instead of built-in bulbs

v

Masking tape

v

Slides (choose plastic or glass depending
on age of students)
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1. Photocopy Student Sheet 1.1, enough
for one per student.
2. Gather materials.
3. Prepare overheads.

#&
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You may be more comfortable presenting this activity to your students if you have done
some background reading on optics. We recommend the following resources.

3@@<D@?@AE:4D
Microscopic Explorations. A GEMS Festival Teacher’s
Guide. Susan Brady and Carolyn Willard. Lawrence Hall
of Science. 1998. Recommended for grades 4-8.
The “Special Section on Optics” provides excellent
background for teachers.

H63D:E6D@?@AE:4D
Optics: Light, Color and Their Uses

Molecular Expressions: Optical Microscopy Primer

iuuq;00xxx/obtb/hpw0bvejfodf0gpsfevdbupst0upqobw0
nbufsjbmt0mjtuczuzqf0Pqujdt/Hvjef/iunm

iuuq;00njdsp/nbhofu/gtv/fev0qsjnfs

Download this excellent NASA educator guide that
explains the basics of optics and provides activities for
K-12 students. The background section, “Introduction
to Mirrors and Lenses,” will be especially helpful in
preparing teachers for activities 2, 3, and 4.

This site is packed with information and java tutorials
on light, lenses, and microscopes. Some of the material goes beyond what teachers need to know, but
it contains some good, basic information. A good
starting point is “Introduction to Lenses and Geometric
Optics,” found here:

Optics for Kids

iuuq;00njdsp/nbhofu/gtv/fev0qsjnfs0mjhiuboedpmps0!
mfotftjousp/iunm

iuuq;00xxx/pqujdbmsft/dpn0ljepquy`g/iunm
The educational site of Optical Research Associates.
See especially the sections on “Light” and “Lenses.”

A collection of optics activities for elementary students is contained in the “Science, Optics, and You”
curriculum, found here:

iuuq;00xxx/nbhofu/gtv/fev0fevdbujpo0ufbdifst0dvssjdvmb0
tdjfodfpqujdtzpv/iunm
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4`^a`f_U^ZTc`dT`aVDA microscope having two

=V_dDA transparent object with at least one curved

lenses for increased magnifying power. One lens is located
in the eyepiece, and one right above the stage. Images appear inverted. Illumination is from below the specimen, so
samples must be transparent.

surface, usually made of glass or plastic. Objects are
magniﬁed when they are viewed through a lens.

4`gVcd]ZaDA thin, small square or circle of clear plastic
or glass that is placed on top of a wet specimen on the
microscope slide. The cover slip holds the sample to the
slides and helps spread liquid throughout the sample.

5ZddVTeZ_X^ZTc`dT`aVDA compound microscope with
two lenses, but also with an extra lens or a mirror added
in order to show images in their correct orientation. Total
magniﬁcation is lower than in a compound microscope,
and the light usually illuminates from above the specimen
instead of below. Dissecting microscopes are useful for
observing larger objects, for dissecting specimens, and
for viewing objects that are not transparent.
5ZRaYcRX^DThe part of the microscope that restricts
the passage of light through the specimen.

5cj^`f_eDA specimen for microscopy prepared

=ZXYed`fcTVDA bulb, mirror, or prism that provides
light to illuminate the sample. To allow clear viewing
of the sample, light must pass through the sample and
lens and into the eye.
A microscope may have its own light bulb, or it may
have a mirror or prism to gather the light from the
room and reﬂect it upwards through
the sample and lens.

@S[VTeZgVDA lens located directly above the
stage. Many compound microscopes have more
than one objective to provide a range of viewing
magniﬁcations.

DZ^a]V^ZTc`dT`aVDA microscope having only one
lens, usually located right above the stage.
D]ZUVDA piece of thin, rectangular glass or plastic
that the sample is placed on for microscope viewing.

without water or liquid.

DaVTZ^V_DThe sample being studied.

6jVaZVTVDThe part of the microscope that the eye looks

DeRXV!DThe ﬂat surface that you place the sample

through to view the sample. The eyepiece, also called
the ocular, contains a lens that increases the magnifying
power of the microscope.

slide onto for viewing. The stage may have clamps to
hold the slide in place.

7ZV]U`WgZVhDThe circle of light seen when looking
through a microscope’s eyepiece, as well as everything
within it.

HVe^`f_eDA specimen for microscopy prepared
with water or a liquid stain. It is usually covered with
a cover slip.

7`TfdhYVV]`c\_`SDSmall knob on side of microscope that allows you to bring the sample into focus by
raising and lowering the lens or the stage. Some microscopes have two focus knobs, one for coarse adjustment
and one for ﬁne adjustment.
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If you need to choose microscopes for your classroom or school, here are some points to consider:

s

The microscopes should be designed for
classroom use. Student microscopes are more
durable than those not designed for the
K-12 market.

s

The microscopes should be compound (having
two lenses) rather than simple (having only
one lens). The short distance between the eye
and the sample makes a simple microscope very
difﬁcult to use.

s

#)

If you want to be able to do the microscope
activities in this unit and see really small
objects, like cells, you will need a compound
microscope with a magniﬁcation of at least
100X. This magniﬁcation is adequate for
observing relatively large cells such as those
from onion and human cheek. If you would
like to observe opaque, larger objects such
as whole nuts, leaves, and insects, then a
dissecting microscope is the ideal choice. The
remaining points below pertain to compound
microscopes.

s

Two focus knobs—coarse and ﬁne—are not
necessary for grades 5–6. One focus knob can
provide good enough resolution and will not
be as confusing for young students.

s

Consider carefully the microscope’s source of
illumination. The least expensive models have
a mirror located beneath the stage to reﬂect
light from the room up through the sample and
into the eye. It is difﬁcult to get enough light
reﬂected to adequately illuminate samples in
typical classroom lighting. To collect enough
light, mirror-illuminated microscopes will need
to be brought near windows or separate lights
placed in front of the mirrors (e.g. ﬂashlights
or desk lamps). Inadequate light may result in
difﬁculty observing specimens—a major source
of student frustration. In addition, young
students have a difﬁcult time adjusting the
angle of the mirror to reﬂect light up through

the specimen. We recommend choosing
microscopes that have either a built-in light
bulb or a prism beneath the stage. Prisms are
low cost, very efﬁcient at gathering light, and
do not need to be adjusted by the student.
s

If you choose microscopes equipped with
built-in light bulbs, you also have to decide
between plug-in or cordless models. Cordless
microscopes are more expensive, but many
elementary school classrooms are not
equipped with multiple, convenient electrical
outlets that will allow effective use of
plug-in models.

s

The microscope does not need to have a stage
that moves back and forth and forward and
backward. This feature adds to the cost.

s

Microscopes with only one eyepiece
(monocular) rather than two (binocular)
are ﬁne for this age group and much
less expensive.

s

When you ﬁnd a model you like, ask the
sales representative if you may have the
microscope on loan for a trial period (e.g. one
week or one month) before deciding to buy a
classroom set. If this is not possible, buy only
one microscope and test it in your classroom
before buying an entire set.

s

It is ideal to have one microscope for every
1–2 students. If you cannot afford this many
microscopes, buy one for no more than every
three students.

Ufbdifs!Jotusvdujpot!gps!Wjfxjoh!!
Njdsptdpqjd!Tqfdjnfot
Use these instructions as you explain to your students how to view a specimen in the microscope.
Your students will be given a less detailed instruction sheet (Student Sheet 2.2) but will need your
detailed explanation the ﬁrst time they try to focus on a specimen.

>:4C@D4@A6:?DECF4E:@?D
1. Place a specimen on a microscope slide. If it is a wet
mount, add liquid and a cover slip. Set the slide on the
stage so the specimen is right under the objective lens
and above the hole in the stage. If your microscope
has more than one objective, start with the lowest
magniﬁcation objective in place.
2. As you look from the side of the microscope, turn
the focus knob until the objective is just above the
specimen, but not touching it. If your microscope has
two focus knobs, turn just the coarse focus knob.
3. Turn on the microscope light. If your microscope has a
mirror instead of a light, look through the lens and tilt
the mirror until there is light on the specimen.
4. To see the specimen, look through the eyepiece and
slowly increase the distance between the lens and the
stage by turning the focus knob until the specimen
comes into view. (Note: on some microscopes the
stage will move as you turn the knob. On others, the
objective lens will move.) Continue turning the knob
until the specimen is not blurry. If you have two focus
knobs, ﬁrst turn the coarse knob until the specimen
is focused. Then turn the ﬁne focus knob to make the
specimen even more ﬁnely focused.

specimen using the lower power objective as
described in steps 1–4. Turn the focus knob until the
specimen is no longer blurry. If you have two focus
knobs, use only the ﬁne focus. (Note: Before moving
the more powerful objective into place, do not turn
the focus knob to increase the distance between
stage and lens. This is the most common error that
both teachers and students make when focusing.)
6. Be very careful not to smash a higher magniﬁcation
objective into the slide by turning the coarse focus
knob too much. You could damage both the lens
and the slide. Your microscope’s lenses are its most
delicate and expensive parts. To avoid damage,
always turn the focus knob slowly and make sure
you know which direction to turn the knob to raise
or lower the objective (or stage).
7. When you are done looking at your specimen, raise
the objective (or lower the stage) using the focus
knob. Then remove the slide.
8. When you are done with your microscope for the
day, be sure to turn off the microscope light.

5. If your microscope has more than one objective and you
wish to see the specimen under higher magniﬁcation,
rotate the next highest power objective into place.
Do this only after you have already focused on the
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During the ﬁrst 50 minute session, complete Part I and the ﬁrst part of Part II (through microscopic
examination of three different sizes of student handwriting).

A2CE:86EE:?8E@<?@H
J@FC>:4C@D4@A6
Put one microscope on display at the front of the room
and have the rest of the microscopes lined up in another
part of the room. If you are using more than one brand
or type of microscope in your class, display an example of
each type.
Ask students if they have ever used a microscope, and if
so, what for? Guide the discussion to a statement by students of what microscopes are used for: looking at really
small things that we can’t see well with our eyes alone.
Show students the overhead diagram of a compound
microscope (Overhead 2.1). Draw attention to the
microscope’s two separate lenses, which work together
to give a greater magniﬁcation than just one lens could
provide. The ﬁrst lens is in the eyepiece. The second lens
is just above the stage and is called the objective. You
can introduce the terms “simple microscope” (having one
lens) and “compound microscope” (having two lenses) at
this point. Point out that some compound microscopes
have more than one objective. Referring to the overhead
diagram, talk about each of the labeled parts and its
function, making sure to mention the stage, objective,
eyepiece, focus knob, and light source (may be a light, a
mirror, or a prism). You can ask for student volunteers to
come to the front of the room and point out the parts
on the display microscopes, which will probably not
be identical to the microscope in Overhead 2.1. As you
introduce the microscope parts, students can label them
on the microscope drawing on Student Sheet 2.1. See
the glossary for further information on microscope types
and parts.
Now ask students to go and get microscopes for themselves and carry them back to their desk. Emphasize that
microscopes are expensive scientiﬁc tools, not toys, and
must be handled carefully. Instruct students to carry the
microscopes with two hands, one under the microscope
supporting its base and one on the arm connecting the
eyepiece to the stage.

$!

Explain that the microscopes the students will be using
may not look exactly like the one on the overhead but
that they have similar parts. Have students ﬁnd the
parts of their own microscope that correspond to the
parts shown on their diagrams. Students can label the
parts of their own microscope with pieces of tape.
Talk to students about magniﬁcation and how to
calculate the total magniﬁcation of their microscope.
Explain that the magniﬁcation of their microscope is
the product of the lens magniﬁcation in the eyepiece
and the magniﬁcation in the objective lens. Have them
complete the second page of Student Sheet 2.1, which
asks about their own microscope and guides them
through a magniﬁcation calculation.

A2CE::@3D6CG:?8DA64:>6?D 
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Provide students with Student Sheets 2.2 and 2.3.
Student Sheet 2.2 contains instructions for viewing
specimens and focusing the microscope and helpful
tips for drawing microscopic samples. Students should
keep this page and refer to it, if needed, for other
microscope activities in this unit. You may want to
place copies of Student Sheet 2.2 in plastic sheet
protectors and reuse them each year.
Lead the class through preparing their ﬁrst specimen:
a dry mount of a piece of newsprint. Ask students
to print their names at the top of a piece of blank
newsprint paper using normal sized letters. Then have
students cut out their names so that they will ﬁt onto
a microscope slide. Ask students to view their names in
the microscope. They will need to use a fairly low magniﬁcation of 30-50X. Guide them through the instructions step by step. The microscope is a delicate instrument that is most often broken during the focusing
process. Emphasize key points from the information

given in Teacher Instructions for Viewing Microscopic
Specimens. Do not allow students to view specimens
before receiving this instruction. Although students
will have their own set of instructions for viewing
specimens (Student Sheet 2.2), these instructions are
only a summary of what you will tell them in detail the
ﬁrst time they go through the focusing process. They
can refer back to their abbreviated instructions on
subsequent days to refresh their memories. Circulate
around the room to help students with focusing or
other difﬁculties.
For example, some students may need to adjust the
amount of light passing through the specimen, which
can be done by adjusting the microscope diaphragm.
It is helpful to have parent volunteers assisting at
this stage. Alternatively, older students from another
class may help or you can train a couple of interested
students from your own class.
Both newsprint and standard white notebook paper
are sufﬁciently transparent so that letters written
on them can be viewed with a standard compound
microscope that provides illumination from below the
specimen. You will have less success with this activity
if students use a thicker grade of paper that is more
opaque. Introduce vocabulary words as they arise,
such as specimen, cover slip, slide, and dry mount (see
Microscope Glossary).

Pass out Student Sheets 2.4 and 2.5. Students will view
salt and sugar with both their naked eye and the microscope. They will draw and describe what they observe on
Student Sheet 2.4. They should notice a microscopic difference in the shape of sugar and salt crystals that cannot
be observed with the eye alone. Encourage students to
create a sense of three dimensions in their drawings.
Finally, allow students to explore items of their choosing.
You will want to assemble some of these items before
the activity but also give students the freedom to gather
objects of their own choice from around the classroom.
Some items they might look at include sand, hairs,
threads, pencil shavings, facial tissues, fabrics, newspaper
with words on it, colored comics from the newspaper, etc.
A particularly interesting part of the comics to look at is
along the bottom of the page where the color registration marks are arrayed in a line (usually a small circle for
each color). Students will ﬁnd it interesting to learn that
each distinct color is made up of a particular combination
of different colors of microscopic dots. Ask students to
draw three specimens they observe in the microscope on
Student Sheet 2.5.

REVERSE

As students work through Student Sheet 2.3—preparing dry mounts and focusing their microscopes on
specimens—they will gain a sense of the magnifying
power of their microscope and learn that images are
inverted by a microscope’s lenses. Students will also
notice that their name does not appear exactly as they
have written it. It may be inverted (upside down) and
reversed, or right side up and reversed (see Figure 2.1).
What they see depends on the lens system of their
microscope. If you are using several types of micro-

INVERT

INVERT AND reverse

scopes in your class, some students may get one answer
and some another.
If there are at least 20 minutes remaining, and students are still engaged, move on to Student Sheet
2.4, Observing Salt and Sugar. Alternatively, save this
activity as well as Student Sheet 2.5, Observing More
Specimens, for the following day.
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FIGURE 2.1. Inversion and reversal of microscopic images.
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In this activity, students learn how to use and care for a microscope, observe several objects under a microscope,
and make drawings of what they see. Microscopes can be easily damaged if not used correctly, so it is critical that
students know the correct procedures before working independently. As the students carry out Activity 2, watch
for the following to assess their progress and understanding.

s Do

students know the names of the parts of the
microscope and what each part does?

s Are

s Can

s As

students calculate the total magnification
achieved with each lens?

s Are

students using the microscope as instructed? Are
they able to focus on a specimen by moving the lens
away from the stage (or the stage away from the lens)
so that the lens and stage do not smash into each
other? Are they able to adjust the lighting to properly
illuminate the specimen?

s Do

students recognize that the image they see in the
microscope is reversed or upside down (inverted)
and reversed?

$#

students able to see a difference between salt
and sugar in the microscope?
students view specimens in the microscope, are they
both able to write descriptions of the enhanced detail
they see as well as draw the objects?

s Do

the students’ drawings accurately portray what they
observe in the microscope (e.g. images reversed relative
to the sample, objects drawn in correct proportion to
each other and the field of view, details provided when
visible in the microscope)?

s Do

the students’ drawings and written
descriptions “match”?

OVERHEAD MASTER 2.1

Uif!Dpnqpvoe!Njdsptdpqf
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STUDENT SHEET 2.1.
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NAME



As your teacher shows you the parts of a microscope, ﬁnd them on the drawing below
and label them. Keep this page and refer to it as you do the activities in this unit.

$%

STUDENT SHEET 2.1. (CONTINUED)

NAME
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Identify the parts of your microscope, and check them off on the list below as you ﬁnd them.
Label each part with masking tape. Not all microscopes will have all parts.

Eyepiece (lens)
Objective (lens)
Stage
Light source
Focus knob(s)
Other:
Other:
Other:

Now complete the following about your microscope.
My microscope is a

simple
compound

microscope.

(CIRCLE ONE)

My microscope has

objectives
NUMBER

(the lens or lenses not located in the eyepiece)

The magniﬁcations of my objective lens or lenses are:
Objective 1:

Objective 2:

Objective 3:

The magniﬁcation of my eyepiece lens is:

The lowest total magniﬁcation (mag.) for my microscope is:
(

) x (
LOWEST OBJECTIVE MAG.

) =
EYEPIECE MAG.

TOTAL MAG.

The highest total magniﬁcation for my microscope is:
(

) x (

HIGHEST OBJECTIVE MAG.

2>2K:?846==D

) =
EYEPIECE MAG.

TOTAL MAG.
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STUDENT SHEET 2.2.

!

Jotusvdujpot!gps!Wjfxjoh!boe!Esbxjoh!Njdsptdpqjd!Tqfdjnfot
Follow these instructions whenever you look at a specimen with your microscope.

>:4C@D4@A6:?DECF4E:@?D
s

Move your microscope’s lowest magniﬁcation objective into place.
Place a specimen on a microscope slide and set the slide on the stage.

s

Turn the focus knob until the objective is just above the specimen,
but not touching it.

s

Turn on the microscope light.

s

Look through the eyepiece and slowly make the lens and stage move
apart by turning the focus knob. Turn the knob until the specimen
is not blurry. Observe the specimen.

s

Turn the next highest objective into place, but don’t touch the focus knob
before you do this. Once the objective is in place, go ahead and adjust the
focus slightly if the specimen is blurry.

s

Always be very careful not to smash the objective into the slide by turning the
focus knob too much. If you do this, you may damage the lens or the slide.

s

When you are done looking at the specimen, raise the objective
(or lower the stage) using the focus knob. Remove the slide.

s

When you are done with your microscope, turn off the microscope light.

Refer to these instructions for help on drawing specimens
you observe in the microscope.

E:AD7@C5C2H:?8>:4C@D4@A6DA64:>6?D
s

Draw a circle to represent the circle of light you see through your microscope
(called the ﬁeld of view). part of the specimen that you can see.
(Note: many of your student sheets already have circles drawn for you.)

s

Under the circle, write the total magniﬁcation you are using to
view the specimen.

s

Then draw what you see within that circle.

s

Make sure what you draw is in proportion to the circle. For example,
if what you see only takes up half the space of the circle, don’t make
it the full size of the circle in your drawing.

s

Do not draw all of the specimen if you can only see part of it.

$'

STUDENT SHEET 2.3.

!

Pctfswjoh!Tqfdjnfot!Jo!Zpvs!Njdsptdpqf!

NAME

!

1. a) Print your name in normal sized letters on the piece of paper your teacher gives you.
b) Cut out your name so that it ﬁts onto a microscope slide.
c) Tape it to the slide and place the slide on the stage.
d) Focus the microscope using the directions on Student Sheet 2.2. You may need to
adjust the microscope to let in more light.
e) Draw what you see in the Microscope Observations Table (Student Sheet 2.3).
Use the tips for drawing provided on Student Sheet 2.2.
f)

When you are done, tape the paper with your name on it into the table.

2. Now print your name really small and look at it with the microscope. Draw what you see.
Could you see the whole name?
The circle of light that contains the part of your name that you can see is called the ﬁeld of view.
Do the letters you’ve written appear different in any way from how they look without the
microscope (besides being bigger)? If you’re not sure, concentrate on just one letter, such as
“e.” Describe what you see.

3. Now move your name from left to right by pulling the slide toward your right hand. As you
look through the microscope, in what direction do the letters move?

4. Try to print your name small enough so that you can see the whole thing at once in the
microscope. Draw what you see in the Microscope Observations Table.
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NAME

STUDENT SHEET 2.3 (CONTINUED)

Njdsptdpqf!Pctfswbujpot!Ubcmf!
Use drawings and words to describe your observations.

Tqfdjnfo
1. Your handwritten name
(normal size)

Xibu!ju!mpplt!mjlf!xjuipvu!b!njdsptdpqf

Xibu!ju!mpplt!mjlf!xjui!b!njdsptdpqf

(TAPE PAPER with name here)

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

2. Your handwritten name
(small size)

(TAPE PAPER with name here)

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

3. Your handwritten name
(smallest size)

(TAPE PAPER with name here)

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

$)

STUDENT SHEET 2.4

NAME

Pctfswjoh!Tbmu!boe!Tvhbs!
1. Look at salt and sugar with your naked eye and then with the microscope. Draw and describe what you see.

Xibu!ju!mpplt!mjlf!xjuipvu!b!njdsptdpqf

Xibu!ju!mpplt!mjlf!xjui!b!njdsptdpqf
Description:

Drawing:

Drawing:

Tqfdjnfo!>!Tbmu

Description:

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

Description:

Drawing:

Drawing:

Tqfdjnfo!>!Tvhbs

Description:

>28?:7:42E:@?+       
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NAME

STUDENT SHEET 2.4 (CONTINUED)

Pctfswjoh!Tbmu!boe!Tvhbs!
2. List similarities and differences between salt and sugar that you noticed with your
naked eye and with the microscope.

Oblfe!Fzf!Pctfswbujpot

Njdsptdpqf!Pctfswbujpot

Similarities

Similarities

Differences

Differences

Tbmu

Tvhbs

Tbmu

3. What could you see with the microscope that you could not see with your naked eye?

%!

Tvhbs

STUDENT SHEET 2.5

NAME

Pctfswjoh!Npsf!Tqfdjnfot!
Choose from a variety of objects your teacher provides or you ﬁnd around the classroom, and look
at them in the microscope. Using words and drawings, describe 3 different specimens.

Esbxjoh

Tqfdjnfo!>! ! ! !

Eftdsjqujpo

Tqfdjnfo!>! ! ! !

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

Tqfdjnfo!>! ! ! !

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

>28?:7:42E:@?+       
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Have you ever noticed how a glass of water makes
whatever is behind it look bigger? As far back as the 1st
century A.D., the Roman philosopher Seneca found that
viewing small letters through a glass globe ﬁlled with
water made the letters appear larger and more distinct.
It wasn’t until the 2nd century that the Greek astronomer
Ptolemy explained that this magniﬁcation was related to
the bending of light. He discovered that light, which usually
travels in a straight line, is bent as it passes from air into
water. This bending of light is called refraction and causes
objects to appear bigger when viewed through water.
The knowledge that the bending of light can make
objects appear bigger was used to make lenses. A lens is
a piece of transparent material, such as glass or plastic,
with at least one curved surface. The curved surface
refracts, or bends, light rays that pass through it. Lenses
are important in optical devices that use light, including
our eyes, cameras, telescopes, binoculars, microscopes,

There are two basic kinds of lenses: concave and convex
(Figure 1). Concave lenses are thicker at their edges than
at their center. Convex lenses are thicker in the center
than at their edges.
Concave lenses make light rays passing through them
bend outward or diverge. Objects may look smaller when
viewed through a concave lens. Convex lenses, on the
other hand, cause light rays passing through them to
come together or focus (Figure 2).
Objects examined through a convex lens look bigger or
magniﬁed. The image of the object viewed through the
lens (an arrow in Figure 3 below) is also often inverted.

and projectors.

OBJECT

LENS
IMAGE
FIGURE 1. Concave (left) and convex (right) lenses

%#

FIGURE 2. A concave lens spreads light (left). A convex lens
focuses light (right). Light rays are traveling from left to right
in this ﬁgure.

A single lens, also called a “simple” lens, doesn’t
form images that are very sharp. To solve this problem, several lenses may be combined in one optical
device. The resulting lens is called a “complex” lens.
For example, most microscopes contain at least two
lenses, one in the eyepiece and one in the objective.
Complicated cameras or camcorders may contain a
half dozen lenses or more!
The magnifying property of lenses enables us to
look at many things that we cannot see with just our
eyes. You have observed that salt and sugar look very
similar to our naked eye but have a very different
crystal structure when viewed through a microscope.
Cells are another example of things we can see only
with the aid of a microscope’s lenses.

=62C?>@C623@FE@AE:4D
Optics for Kids (OPTICAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES)
iuuq;00xxx/pqujdbmsft/dpn0ljepquy`g/iunm
Information on light, lenses, lasers,
and optics careers.

Optics for Kids (OPTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA)
iuuq;00xxx/pqujdtgpsljet/dpn0pqujdt`gps`ljet/iunm
Optics activities, experiments, word ﬁnds, and
optical illusions.

FIGURE 3. Rays of light are bent as they pass through this
convex lens, causing the object’s image to appear larger
and upside down (inverted).
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Gjfme!pg

Wjfx
E:>6 One to two 50 minute sessions.
4@?46AED

s Microscopes are scientific instruments used to
examine objects too small to observe with the
naked eye.
s Microscopic objects are measured in very
small units called micrometers. There are 1000
micrometers per millimeter.
s A microscope’s field of view is the circular area
seen when looking through the eyepiece.
s The field of view diameter can be measured, and
its size depends on the magnification.
s The field of view can be used to measure
microscopic objects.

D<:==D

s Converting one unit of linear metric
measurement to another, e.g. mm to μm.
s Choosing the most appropriate unit of
measurement for measuring small objects.
s Measuring the diameter of the microscope’s
field of view at different magnifications.
s Measuring very small objects in the microscope
by comparing them to the measured diameter
of the field of view.

Pwfswjfx
Tuvefout!mfbso!bcpvu!b!njdsptdpqfÖt!ßfme!pg!wjfx!boe!ipx!up!
vtf!ju!up!nfbtvsf!uif!tj{f!pg!njdsptdpqjd!pckfdut/!Tuvefout!xjmm!
vtf!uijt!lopxmfehf!boe!tljmm!bhbjo!xifo!uifz!fybnjof!dfmmt!jo!
uif!njdsptdpqf!)Bdujwjuz!5*!boe!esbx!njdsptdpqjd!pckfdut!up!
tdbmf!)Bdujwjuz!7*/
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1) Assemble an assortment of common seeds, all fairly
small. Use common kitchen seeds, vegetable and
ﬂower seeds from packets, or seeds collected from
outdoors. Students can gather the seeds from home.
Be sure to include poppy seeds, which are very small,
and at least one seed too large to measure with
the microscope (e.g. coriander, radish, dandelion).
Thyme seeds may be substituted for poppy. For seed
ideas, refer to Table 3.1, Microscopic Measurements
Reference for Teachers.

s

Overhead Master 3.1, Field of View Measurements

s

Overhead Master 3.2, Measuring Objects
in the Microscope

s

Table 3.1, Microscopic Measurements Reference
for Teachers

gps!fbdi!tuvefou
s

Student Sheet 3.1, Metric System Review

s

Student Sheet 3.2, Measuring Very Small Objects

s

Student Sheet 3.3, Microscopic Measurements

s

Student Sheet 3.4, Seed Observations

gps!fbdi!hspvq!pg!3.4!tuvefout
s

Microscope (The ideal microscope is a compound
microscope having two lenses—eyepiece and
objective—with a lowest total magniﬁcation of 30-50X.)

s

Various small seeds, including poppy seeds

s

Transparent metric ruler, unbeveled

s

Microscope slides

s

Paper Cupcake Liners (used to carry seeds)

2>2K:?846==D
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2) Using the lowest possible magniﬁcation, preview the
seed types in the microscope and screen out most of
those that are too big to ﬁt in the ﬁeld of view. These
seeds cannot be measured microscopically. Note that
the higher the magniﬁcation of the microscopes you
will be using, the smaller the seeds should be. If you
will be using 50X magniﬁcation, which is at the top
of the magniﬁcation range for what is ideal for this
activity, you will need to choose fairly small seeds.
If you will be using 30–40X magniﬁcation, you will
be able to choose from a greater variety of seeds.
Remember, the higher your total magniﬁcation, the smaller
your objects must be.

%&

Cbdlhspvoe!Jogpsnbujpo!gps!Ufbdifst
TABLE 3.1. Microscopic Measurements Reference for Teachers

Jufn
Gjfme!ejbnfufs
Gjfme!ejbnfufs
Gjfme!ejbnfufs
Ibjs
Pojpo!dfmm
Pojpo!dfmm
Tqjobdi!dfmm
Ivnbo!diffl!dfmm
Qpqqz!tffe
Cmbdl!nvtubse!tffe
Dfmfsz!tffe
Cbtjm!tffe
Zfmmpx!nvtubse!tffe
Dbsspu!tffe
Tftbnf!tffe
Ejmm!tffe
Dbsbxbz!tffe
Gfoofm!tffe
Eboefmjpo!tffe
Sbejti!tffe
Dpsjboefs!tffe

%'

Nbhojßdbujpo!
vtfe

Jufnt0ejbnfufs

Dbmdvmbujpo;!ßfme!ejbnfufs!
0ovncfs!pg!jufnt

mfohui!pg!jufn!)nn*

mfohui!)vn*

40X

1

none

4 (direct measure)

4000

100X

1

none

1.5 (direct measure)

1500

400X

1

none

0.375

375

40X

45

4 mm/45 hair widths

0.089

89

40X

15

4 mm/15 cells

0.27

270

100X

6

1.5 mm/6 cells

0.25

250

100X

10

1.5 mm/10 cells

0.15

150

400X

8

0.375 mm/8 cells

0.047

40X

4

4 mm/4 seeds

1

1000

40X

3

4 mm/3 seeds

1.33

1330

40X

3

4 mm/3 seeds

1.33

1330

40X

2.5

4 mm/2.5 seeds

1.6

1600

40X

2

4 mm/2 seeds

2

2000

40X

2

4 mm/2 seeds

2

2000

40X

1.5

4 mm/1.5 seeds

2.67

2670

40X

1.25

4 mm/1.25 seeds

3.2

3200

40X

1

4 mm/ 1 seed

4

4000

40X

0.75

4 mm/0.75 seeds

5.33

5330

40X

too big to measure

40X

too big to measure

40X

too big to measure
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Review metric measurements with your students.
Students can use Student Sheet 3.1, Metric System
Review, to practice working with metric units of
measure. Before proceeding, make sure students know:
1) the divisions on their rulers indicate millimeters (mm)
and 2) one mm equals 1000 micrometers (μm).

7:6=5@7G:6H
Students will be collecting a lot of data in this activity
and must work with Student Sheets 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4
simultaneously.
Begin the activity by asking students to measure a
poppy (or thyme) seed with their metric ruler and
complete steps 1–3 on Student Sheet 3.2. Discuss the
accuracy of their measurements and how difﬁcult it is
to measure extremely small objects. This measurement
shortcoming creates the need for a better way to
measure very small objects. Shortly, students will be
able to measure very small items in a more accurate
way—using a microscope.
Explain that students will now use their rulers to
measure objects in the microscope. This will allow them
to get more accurate measurements than they can by
eye and ruler alone. They will even be able to measure
objects that they cannot see with their naked eye.
Have students look through their microscopes with the
lights on. What do they see? Ask them if they remember
what ﬁeld of view means (from Activity 2). Review with
them that ﬁeld of view is the circle of light they see
when they look in their microscope, as well as everything within it.

in place. They should focus the microscope on the ruler
so that they can see its divisions. Students should move
the ruler so that it stretches lengthwise across the stage
exactly in the center of the ﬁeld of view (lying exactly
across the ﬁeld of view’s widest point or diameter).
Students can count the divisions on their ruler to measure
how wide the ﬁeld of view is. Ask students what measurement they obtained for the lowest power objective,
and write that value on the top line of the table on Overhead 3.1. If students need additional guided practice, you
can go through another measurement with them using
the next highest power objective. Circulate around the
room to help students who are having difﬁculty. You may
ﬁnd it useful to have parent or older student volunteers
at this time. These volunteers should circulate around
the room, helping students focus their microscopes,
take their ﬁeld of view measurements, and record their
measurements in the table on Student Sheet 3.2. See
Table 3.2 below for how you might ﬁll out Overhead 3.1.
Note that even if a microscope’s objectives have the same
magniﬁcations as those shown in Table 3.2, it does not
mean the ﬁeld of views will have the diameters shown in
the table. Have students make their own measurements.
Then ﬁll in the overhead with their numbers.
TABLE 3.2. Sample Field of View Measurements for Overhead 3.1

Jufn
Gjfme!ejbnfufs
Gjfme!ejbnfufs
Gjfme!ejbnfufs

Nbhojgjdbujpo!!
vtfe

Gjfme!pg!Wjfx!Ejbnfufs
nn

¶n

4

4000

100X

1.5

1500

400X

0.375

40X

375

Use Overhead 3.1 to walk students through the process
of measuring their microscope’s ﬁeld of view for a given
magniﬁcation. There will be a different ﬁeld of view to
measure for each different objective lens. First, have students practice measuring the ﬁeld of view shown in #4
on Student Sheet 3.2. Then have students measure the
ﬁeld of view on their microscope, as described in #5 and
shown in Figure 3.1. Direct them to place the ruler on
the microscope stage with the lowest power objective

2>2K:?846==D
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It may not be possible to measure the ﬁeld of view at
the highest magniﬁcation using this method. If this is
the case, calculate the ﬁeld of view by using the measurement obtained with the intermediate objective.
For example, if the ﬁeld of view is 1500 μm at a total
magniﬁcation of 100X, then it will be 1500 divided by 4,
or 375 μm, at a total magniﬁcation of 400X (because a
400X magniﬁcation results in a 4-fold greater magniﬁcation than 100X). Another example: if the ﬁeld of view
is 2000 μm at 100X total magniﬁcation, then at 300X, it
would be 2000 divided by 3, or 667 μm.
If you run out of time, you can pause here and resume
the activity the next day.

Have students take a single poppy seed and “measure”
its length in the microscope. To avoid dropping and
losing their seeds, students can carry them in a paper
cupcake liner or similar small container. Rather than using
a ruler to measure the seed, students will measure by
comparing it to the ﬁeld of view diameter. Talk through
this calculation with the class, using Overhead 3.2 as a
guide. For example, if the poppy seed stretches across the
entire ﬁeld diameter, its would be the same size as the
ﬁeld diameter. They would divide by 1 in the calculation
column. If it looks like it would take two poppy seeds to
stretch across the ﬁeld diameter, then they would divide
by 2 in the calculation column. And so on. In Table 3.3
below, a poppy seed was 1/4 the diameter of the ﬁeld, so
in the calculation column, you divide by 4. You may also
use the drawing on Overhead 3.2 (a ﬁeld of view showing 2 seeds stretching across its diameter) to help explain
how to do the calculation. See Table 3.3 for a sample
poppy seed measurement. Remember that your students’
measurement may not exactly match the measurement in
the table because they will be using a different microscope and possibly a different magniﬁcation. Fill in the
overhead with your students’ numbers.

TABLE 3.3. Sample Poppy Seed Measurement and Calculation for
Overhead 3.2

Jufn
Qpqqz!tffe

mfohui!pg! mfohui!!
Nbh/! Jufnt0! Dbmdvmbujpo;!
vtfe ejbn )gjfme!ejbn*!×!)$!pg!jufnt* jufn!)nn* )¶n*
40X

4

4 mm* ÷ 4 seeds

1

1000

*NOTE: students should use their own ﬁeld of view measurements from
student sheet 3.2, not the sample measurement in Table 3.3.

FIGURE 3.1. Measuring a Microscope’s Field of View with a Ruler

%)

Have students ﬁll in their poppy seed measurement on
Student Sheet 3.3. They should also draw pictures of the
seeds on Student Sheet 3.4. If needed, you can make
additional measurements together as a class using different seeds or at different magniﬁcations.
After students have measured a poppy seed, they should
measure two more types of seeds. They should record
their measurements on Student Sheet 3.3 and also draw
and describe the seeds on Student Sheet 3.4. Measurements of many seed types are provided for teachers as a
reference in Table 3.1.

Discuss the accuracy of the student measurements, using
the questions at the end of Student Sheet 3.2 as a guide.
Make sure students understand that measuring very small
objects in the microscope is more accurate than using a
ruler, and that even extremely objects that we cannot see
with our naked eye can be measured in the microscope.

Gpsnbujwf!Bttfttnfou!pg!Tuvefou!Mfbsojoh
As students are engaged with using their microscopes, circulate around the room and ask yourself these
questions to assess student leaning. You may wish to prompt students with questions in order to aid in your
assessment of their learning.
s

Do students understand that micrometers are the unit
used when measuring microscopic objects? Are they
able to convert measurements between micrometers
and millimeters? Do they understand how small a
micrometer really is?

s

Do students understand that measuring very small
objects with a ruler is not very accurate?

s

Do students understand what “ﬁeld of view” means?

2>2K:?846==D
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s

Are students able to measure their microscope’s ﬁeld
of view with a ruler? Do they realize that the ﬁeld of
view diameter is different at each magniﬁcation?

s

Are students able to estimate the size of a microscopic
object by looking in the microscope and comparing it
to the ﬁeld of view diameter?

%*

OVERHEAD MASTER 3.1

Gjfme!pg!Wjfx!Nfbtvsfnfout

Jufn

Nbhojgjdbujpo!vtfe

Gjfme!pg!Wjfx!Ejbnfufs
nn

¶n

Field Diameter
Field Diameter
Field Diameter

To estimate the diameter of ﬁeld of view at the highest magniﬁcation,
you may need to do a simple calculation.
For example: Field of view diameter at 400X =

&!

Field of view diameter at 100X
4

OVERHEAD MASTER 3.2

Nfbtvsjoh!Pckfdut!jo!uif!Njdsptdpqf
gjfme!!
Dbmdvmbujpo;!
Nbhojgjdbujpo!! Jufnt0! ejbnfufs
!
vtfe
ejbnfufs+ )nn* gjfme!ejbnfufs!×!$!pg!jufnt

Jufn

Mfohui!!
pg!jufn!!
)nn*

Mfohui!
)¶n*

Poppy seed

* how many items ﬁt across one diameter?

Dbmdvmbujpo;!Nfbtvsjoh!pckfdu!mfohui!jo!uif!njdsptdpqf
Field of View Diameter
# of items that stretch across one diameter
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=

length of item
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NAME

STUDENT SHEET 3.1

Nfusjd!Tztufn!Sfwjfx!
The metric system of measurement is used by scientists all over the world. The metric system uses multiples of
10 and is based on a standard length of 1 meter, which is just a bit longer than one yard. Microscopic objects
are usually measured in either millimeters (mm) or micrometers (μm). When working with microscopes, it is
especially important to know that 1 mm equals 1000 μm.
Metric Units
1 meter (m)

=

100 centimeters (cm)

1 centimeter (cm)

=

10 millimeters (mm)

1 millimeter (mm)

=

1000 micrometers (μm)

A. Measure the following in meters (m) and then convert to centimeters (cm).
1. My table/desk length is
2. My table/desk width is

m or

cm.

m or

cm.

B. Measure the following ﬁrst in centimeters (cm) and then convert to millimeters (mm).
3. My hand span (tip to thumb to tip of little ﬁnger) is
4. The width of the back of my hand is

cm or

5. The width of this piece of paper is
6. My pencil length is

cm or
mm.

cm or
cm or

mm.

mm.
mm.

C. Now measure the following in millimeters (mm) and convert to micrometers (μm).
7. The width of my index ﬁngernail is
8. The pencil width is
9. The word “cell” is
10. The letter “e” is

&#

mm or
mm or
mm or
mm or

μm.
μm.
μm.
μm.

NAME

STUDENT SHEET 3.2

Nfbtvsjoh!Wfsz!Tnbmm!Pckfdut
1. Using a metric ruler, measure the length of a poppy or thyme seed in mm.
2. Write the measurement in the table below.
3. Convert the length to μm and record in the table. Remember, 1 mm = 1000 μm.

Tffe!uzqf

Mfohui!)nn*

Mfohui!)¶n*

How accurate is your measurement? How could you measure the seed length more accurately?

4. The circle below is a picture of what you would see if you looked through a microscope at a ruler.
Measure the diameter of the circle, or ﬁeld of view, using the ruler that has been drawn in the picture.
Circle Diameter =

5. Now use your ruler and microscope together to measure the ﬁeld of view diameter
at all magniﬁcations possible. Start with the lowest magniﬁcation.
a) Turn your lowest power objective lens into place.
b) Place your ruler across the hole under the objective.
c) Look at the ruler through the eyepiece. Focus.
d) Line up the ruler so that it stretches across the full diameter of the ﬁeld of view.
e) Count the marks on the ruler to measure how wide the ﬁeld of view is.
The distance between marks is 1 mm.
f) Record your measurement in mm in the Field of View Measurements table below.
g) Convert the measurement to Mm, and record this also.
h) Make similar measurements using your microscope’s other objectives.
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STUDENT SHEET 3.2

NAME

(CONTINUED)

Nfbtvsjoh!Wfsz!Tnbmm!Pckfdut
Field of View Measurements

Pckfdujwf!nbhojgjdbujpo!y!
fzfqjfdf!nbhojgjdbujpo!>
example: 4X x 10X =

Upubm!nbhojgjdbujpo!vtfe

Gjfme!pg!Wjfx!Ejbnfufs
nn

40X

6. Take a single poppy or thyme seed and look at it in the microscope.
7. Draw what you see on Student Sheet 3.4.
8. Estimate the seed’s length in your microscope by comparing it to the diameter of the ﬁeld
of view. Do not use your ruler.
Does the seed stretch across the entire diameter? If so, is it the same length as the ﬁeld of
view? Would it take two seeds to stretch across the ﬁeld of view? If so, the seed is half the
size of the ﬁeld of view at that magniﬁcation. Use your ﬁeld of view measurements and
the table on Student Sheet 3.3 to guide your calculations of seed length. Fill in the answer
in the data table on Student Sheet 3.3.
9. Now measure 2 more types of seeds using the same method and ﬁll in Student Sheets 3.3
and 3.4 with your drawings, measurements, and calculations.

Questions
s

Compare your two measurements for the size of a poppy or thyme seed (one measurement
made with only a ruler, and the other made with the microscope). Are the two
measurements the same?

s

Which was more accurate, measuring the seeds with a ruler and your eye or comparing
them to the size of the ﬁeld of view in your microscope? Why?

s

We can see seeds with our naked eye, but some objects are so small we can see them
only with a microscope. Could we estimate the size of these extremely small objects
using the microscope?

&%

¶n

NAME

STUDENT SHEET 3.3

Njdsptdpqjd!Nfbtvsfnfout
(This table will be used in Activity 4 also.)

Jufn

Nbhojgjdbujpo!!
vtfe

Jufnt0!
ejbnfufs+

Gjfme!ejbnfufs!)nn*

Dbmdvmbujpo;!
gjfme!ejbnfufs!!×!!$!pg!jufnt

Mfohui!pg!!
jufn!)nn*

Mfohui
!)¶n*

Poppy seed

* How many items stretch across one ﬁeld of view diameter?
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NAME

STUDENT SHEET 3.4

Tffe!Pctfswbujpot
Observe 3 different seeds (including the poppy seed) in the microscope and draw what you see. Include magniﬁcation.
Write a few words describing what you see. You may use analogies if you like.
Measure and calculate the size of the seeds using a microscope and your ﬁeld of view measurements from Student
Sheet 3.2. Record size below as well as on Student Sheet 3.3.

Tqfdjnfo

Eftdsjqujpo

Esbxjoh

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

>28?:7:42E:@?+       

&'

Tj{f!)¶n*

Pctfswjoh
Qmbou!boe!Bojnbm!Dfmmt!!
jo!uif!Njdsptdpqf

E:>6 One to two 50 minute sessions.
4@?46AED
D<:==D

s

Living things are made up of microscopic
units called cells.

s

Cells are very small, although different types
of cells vary in size and shape.

Preparing wet mounts of cells.

s

s

Because they are so small, cells are studied
with microscopes.

Observing cells in the microscope and making
accurate drawings of them.

s

Cells from plants and animals share certain features
such as a distinct outer edge (cell wall or cell
membrane), a nucleus, and chromosomes.

Measuring microscopic objects by comparing to
the size of the ﬁeld of view.

s

Estimating the size of a microscopic object by
comparing to another object in the ﬁeld.

s

s

Pwfswjfx
Tuvefout!pctfswf!qmbou!boe!bojnbm!dfmmt!jo!uif!njdsptdpqf-!!
nfbtvsf!uifjs!tj{f-!boe!jefoujgz!dfmm!qbsut/
Jo!uijt!bdujwjuz-!tuvefout!nblf!xfu!npvout!pg!qmbou!boe!bojnbm!
dfmmt!boe!pctfswf!uifn!jo!uif!njdsptdpqf/!Uifz!xjmm!cf!bcmf!up!
tff!uif!pwfsbmm!dfmm!tibqf!boe!jefoujgz!dfmm!xbmmt!jo!qmbou!dfmmt-!
dfmm!nfncsboft!jo!bojnbm!dfmmt-!boe!uif!ovdmfvt!jo!cpui!uzqft!
pg!dfmm/!Jo!beejujpo-!uifz!xjmm!cf!bcmf!up!pctfswf!dispnptpnft!jo!
qsfqbsfe!tmjeft!pg!tqfdjbmmz!tubjofe!pojpo!sppu!ujqt-!bmuipvhi!opu!
jo!uif!pojpo!tljo!xfu!npvout!uifz!qsfqbsf!uifntfmwft/!Uif!tj{f!
pg!uif!dfmmt!xjmm!cf!ftujnbufe!vtjoh!uif!ßfme!pg!wjfx!ufdiojrvf!
jouspevdfe!jo!Bdujwjuz!4/!Tuvefout!xjmm!mppl!bu!uif!gpmmpxjoh;

¦! Xfu!npvou!pg!pojpo!tljo-!tubjofe!xjui!jpejof/!
Ovdmfj!xjmm!tubjo!zfmmpx!ps!cspxo/
¦! B!ivnbo!ibjs
¦! Xfu!npvou!pg!uifjs!pxo!diffl!dfmmt-!tubjofe!
xjui!nfuizmfof!cmvf/!Ovdmfj!xjmm!tubjo!cmvf/
¦! Dpnnfsdjbmmz!qsfqbsfe!tmjeft!pg!pojpo!sppu!
ujqt/!Dpoefotfe!dispnptpnft!xjmm!cf!wjtjcmf!
jotjef!uif!ovdmfj!pg!tpnf!dfmmt/

>2E6C:2=D
gps!uif!ufbdifs

gps!fbdi!hspvq!pg!3Ñ4!tuvefout

Overhead Master 4.1, Plant and Animal Cells

s -ICROSCOPE A COMPOUND MICROSCOPE OF AT LEAST
100X magniﬁcation)

gps!uif!hfofsbm!tvqqmz!tubujpo

s

Transparent metric ruler

s

Toothpicks (ﬂat style)

s

s

Disinfectant (e.g. Pinesol, for disinfecting used
toothpicks from students’ mouths)

Waste containers (e.g. paper cups), one with
disinfectant and one without

s

Slides

s

Onion

s

Cover slips

s

Cutting Board

s

Knife

gps!fbdi!tuvefou

s

Prepared microscope slides showing chromosomes
in onion root tip (“Onion mitosis” slides are available
from scientiﬁc supply companies such as Ward’s
[www.wardsci.com] or Carolina [www.carolina.com].)

s

Eye droppers or transfer pipets

s

Iodine solution (1/10X dilution of drugstore iodine)

s

Methylene blue solution, 0.05%

2>2K:?846==D

s

Student Sheet 4.1a, Observing and Measuring Cells:
Instructions

s

Student Sheet 4.1b, Observing and Measuring Cells:
Data Chart

s

Student Sheet 4.2, Using a Hair to Measure Human
Cheek Cells (Use this sheet only if the class microscopes
are not adequate for measuring. See Getting Ready,
#5, below.)

s

Student Sheet 4.3, Observing Onion Root Tip Cells
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1. Assemble materials.
2. Prepare iodine and methylene blue solutions
as follows.
Iodine. Dilute drugstore iodine 1/10 in water.
Methylene blue. If you are starting with methylene
blue powder, make up a 0.5% stock solution
by adding 0.5 g powder to 100 ml water. Dilute
some of this stock solution 1/10 by mixing one
part stock solution with 9 parts water to make
a working solution of 0.05%. Store extra stock
solution for future use. If you are starting with a
liquid stock of methylene blue (some suppliers ship
methylene blue as a solution), dilute it in water to
a ﬁnal concentration of 0.05%. Do not use a more
concentrated solution of methylene blue because
the cells will be stained a solid blue, and details
such as the nucleus will be difﬁcult to observe.
3. Set up a general supply station in the room and
arrange materials there that will not be distributed
to student groups (see Materials above).

'!

4. Cut up onion into chunks using knife and cutting
board. Place in the general supply area. You may want
to put the cut up onion in a plastic bag to help control
the odor.
5. Look at stained human cheek cells in the microscope
and determine whether your microscope will allow
you to measure the cells using the ﬁeld of view
technique. If not, you will need to use the hair
comparison technique. See Presenting the Activity
for further details. It is important to determine what
measurement technique you will use in advance, so
that you can tell students which protocol to follow. An
additional student worksheet is needed if students will
be using the hair comparison technique.

Cbdlhspvoe!Jogpsnbujpo!gps!Ufbdifst
Hmpttbsz!gps!Bdujwjujft!5!boe!6
Introduce terms for the parts of a cell after your students have observed them.

2^`VSR (PL. AMOEBAS OR AMOEBAE)DA single celled
organism that moves by extending a part of the cell
called a pseudopodium. Amoebas share many features
with the cells of plants and animals: they have a
nucleus, chromosomes, and cell membrane.

3RTeVcZf^ (PL. BACTERIA) DA simple, single celled
organism. Bacteria come in different shapes and sizes.
Unlike plant and animal cells, bacteria do not have a
nucleus, although they have a cell membrane and cell
wall. The genetic material is found in the cytoplasm.

4V]]DThe building block of living organisms, and the
smallest unit that can perform all the life processes.

4V]]^V^ScR_VDThe outer layer of an animal cell.
Plants also have a cell membrane, but it is surrounded
by another layer, the cell wall.

4V]]hR]]DThe outer layer of a plant cell. It gives the
cell strength.

4je`a]Rd^DThe part of the cell enclosed by the
cell membrane, but not including the nucleus.
?fT]VfdDThe area inside a plant or animal
cell that contains the genetic information. It is
surrounded by a membrane, so it is like a smaller
sack inside the cell.

@cXR_DA structure in a plant or animal made
of several different tissues that work together to
perform a particular function (e.g. heart, skin).
ARcR^VTZf^ (PL. PARAMECIA)DA motile, single celled
organism that lives in pond water. Like the cells
of animals and plants, paramecia have a nucleus,
chromosomes, and cell membrane.

EZddfVDA group of similar cells that
function together.

JVRdeDA non-motile, single celled organism
with a nucleus.

4Yc`^`d`^VDStructures in the nucleus that contain
the genetic information.
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Elicit from students the names of the smallest living
organisms they have heard of. They may mention
germs, bacteria, yeast, amoebas, and paramecia.
Ask them how these organisms can be seen (with a
microscope) and what they look like (little sacks or balls
or ovals). Then tell them that each of the tiny shapes
we see in the microscope when we look at bacteria or
yeast is an individual organism. Show students a picture
of bacteria or yeast. Organisms that can only be seen
with the microscope are called microbes or microorganisms. Each microorganism can carry out the functions
of a living organism, including eating, growing, and
reproducing. The smallest unit of life that can carry out
these essential functions is called a cell. Bacteria and
yeast are organisms that consist of only a single cell.

Ask students whether they think larger organisms, like
plants, trees, animals, and people, have cells. Cells are
the basic building blocks of all living organisms. Complex
organisms like plants and animals consist of many types
of cells that have different functions. But different types
of cells have certain features that are similar. Students will
look at cells from two different organisms: onions and
humans. They will obtain human cells by scraping cheek
cells from the insides of their own mouths. They will use
microscopes to see how plant and animal cells are similar
and how they are different. They will also estimate the size
of these cells by comparing them to the microscope’s ﬁeld
of view or a hair. Finally, they will look at prepared slides
of onion root tips, a growing part of the onion plant that
contains dividing cells. These cells have been stained so
that their chromosomes can be seen.

@3D6CG:?8A=2?E46==D@?:@?D<:?

>62DFC:?8E96H:5E9@729F>2?92:C

Ask each student group to get a chunk of onion from
the general supply station. Demonstrate how to separate
the ﬂeshy layers of the onion and peel off the thin skin
in between. This skin is made up of a single layer of cells,
which allows easy visualization of cells in the microscope.
Instruct the students to follow the directions on Student
Sheet 4.1a for preparing stained onion cells and looking
at them under the microscope. Make sure students get a
THIN skin of onion to look at in the microscope. Remind
them to follow the directions for correct use of the microscope, starting with the lens just above the slide and
then focusing by raising the lens (or lowering the stage).
Have students draw what they see on Student Sheet 4.1b.
Students should also estimate the length of an onion cell
by comparing it to the ﬁeld of view diameter and record
the cell size on Student Sheet 4.1b. You may wish to write
the ﬁeld of view diameter for each magniﬁcation (determined in Activity 3) on the blackboard for your students’
easy reference.

Students have used the ﬁeld of view technique to measure an extremely small object, an onion cell. They will
now use the microscope to compare the size of an onion
cell to the size of an object they are all familiar with and
can actually see—a human hair. In this way, students will
develop a deeper understanding of the size of a cell. The
width of a human hair may be too small to measure using
the ﬁeld of view technique. Instead, students can measure the hair width by comparing the hair to the size of a
previously measured microscopic object, the onion cell.

You may want to lead the students through the preparation of their ﬁrst wet mount, but after that they should
be able to work independently. Allow about 15 minutes
for the students to observe the onion cells.

'#

Ask students to pluck a hair from their heads and place
it under the cover slip on their microscope slide, next
to an onion cell. Students should estimate the width of
the hair by comparing it to the length of the cell, which
they have already calculated. For example, if their onion
cell was 300 μm, and their hair width is 1/2 the length of
the cell, then the hair would be 150 μm wide. If needed,
you can demonstrate this calculation on the blackboard.
Students may be able to measure the hair using the ﬁeld
of view technique. But be aware that this is not possible
on all microscopes. Have students ﬁll in the hair measurement on both Student Sheet 4.1b and Student Sheet 3.3,
Microscopic Measurements.

NOTE: MEASURING the human hair must be done the same day as
viewing the onion cell so that its size in relation to the onion cell can
be determined. So if you are running out of time, DO NOT pause the
activity BETWEEN the onion cell and the human hair. Pause AFTER
the human hair and continue the next day. It is essential to measure
the hair in this activity so that students may use their measurement in
Activity 6.

@3D6CG:?82?:>2=46==D
9F>2?4966<46==D
Students will now prepare a wet mount of their own
cheek cells. Students will place a drop of 0.05% Methylene Blue on a slide and use a toothpick to gently scrape
some cells from the inside of their cheeks. To transfer
cells to the slide, students should touch the end of the
toothpick to the drop on the slide and swirl it gently.
Since students are working with human tissue, instruct
them to put their toothpicks into a cup of disinfectant
as soon as they use them. Students should not share
toothpicks. Next, students should cover the cells with a
cover slip and allow ﬁve minutes for the cells to take up
the stain. Make sure that students do not use a solution
of methylene blue that is too concentrated because the
cells will appear solid blue, and students will not be able
to observe details such as the nucleus.
Have students describe and draw the cheek cells on
Student Sheet 4.1b. Their descriptions should include
how cheek cells are similar to onion cells and how they
are different.

FD:?829F>2?92:CE@6DE:>2E6E96D:K6
@74966<46==D
Use this technique only if your microscopes are not
powerful enough to use the ﬁeld of view technique
to determine the size of cheek cells. Students will ﬁrst
measure the width of a human hair with the ﬁeld of view
technique and then estimate the size of cheek cells by
comparing them to the width of a hair. Have students
follow the instructions on Student Sheet 4.2. You may
need to walk them through a sample calculation. Because
hair width varies greatly from person to person, student
groups must use hair from the same person whose hair
they measured previously.

@3D6CG:?8@?:@?C@@EE:AD
2?549C@>@D@>6D
Have the students look at the commercially prepared
slide of onion root tips. These cells have been stained to
highlight certain structures inside the cells, including the
chromosomes. Root tips contain cells that are growing
and dividing. Just before cell division, the chromosomes
become tightly packed and take up the stain. As a result,
students may be able to see them inside the nuclei of
some of the cells. They will look like squiggly lines.
Have the students complete their observations and
answer the questions at the end of Student Sheet 4.3.

Students can estimate the size of the cheek cells either by
comparing them to the ﬁeld of view diameter or to the
width of a strand of their hair, which they have previously measured. If your microscopes are not powerful
enough, students may not be able to use the ﬁeld of view
technique to measure objects as small as a cheek cell. In
this case, your students will need to use the hair comparison method. You should determine what method your
students will use in advance. If you cannot measure the
cells using the ﬁeld of view technique, have your students
estimate cheek cell size by comparing them to a human
hair. In this case, provide students with Student Sheet
4.2, Using A Hair to Measure Human Cheek Cells. Do not
provide the students with this sheet otherwise.
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Because younger students learn best when they
have concrete examples, we have not introduced any
organelles or cell parts in this activity that they cannot observe themselves. However, in middle school,
students frequently learn about the parts of a cell in
more depth than is presented here. They may learn
about the structure and function of organelles such
as the golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, chloroplast, and ribosomes. If you would
like your students to learn about these organelles,
you can supplement this activity with a more detailed
reading or activity. Be sure to relate the functions of
the organelles back to the functions students identiﬁed in Activity 1, Living and Non-living. If you want
students to view the organelles ﬁrsthand, provide them
with prepared slides of cells that have been stained
for speciﬁc organelles. These slides can be purchased
from science education supply houses, such as Carolina
Biological (http://www.carolina.com) and Ward’s
(http://www.wardsci.com).

Ejtdvttjpo
Bring the group together and have them share their
drawings. Lead a discussion and incorporate some of
the questions and suggestions below.

Xibu!bsf!tpnf!pg!uif!uijoht!zpv!pctfswfe!jo!zpvs!njdsptdpqf@
Eje!zpv!pctfswf!boz!qbsut!ps!tusvduvsft!xjuijo!uif!dfmmt@!
Ipx!bsf!qmbou!dfmmt!mjlf!bojnbm!dfmmt@!Ipx!bsf!uifz!ejggfsfou@
In stained onion skin, students should be able to see
well-deﬁned cell walls around the outside of cells. They
should also be able to clearly see a nucleus in most
cells. Animal cells such as those from human cheek
have a cell membrane, but they do not have a cell wall.
Explain that plants do not have skeletons, so they have
rigid cell walls to provide strength. Students should
have noticed the stringy material inside the nuclei of
some of the onion root tip cells. Allow the students to
describe the cell parts before you introduce vocabulary
words such as nucleus, cell membrane, and chromosomes. Then show students Overhead 4.1, which shows

'%

drawings of generic plant and animal cells with cell
membrane, cell wall, nucleus, and chromosomes. Instruct
the students to label the cell parts in each of their drawings on Student Sheets 4.1b and 4.3.
As students describe the cells, encourage them to make
analogies to objects in the macroscopic world. Ask:

Xibu!epft!pojpo!tljo!tffo!voefs!uif!njdsptdpqf!sfnjoe!zpv!pg@
For example, the sheet of onion cells may remind them
of a brick wall. When you’re far away from the brick
building, you don’t notice each individual brick, just as
you don’t see each cell when you look at a sheet of onion
cells with the unaided eye. But when you get closer to
the wall, you can see individual bricks, just as you see
individual cells when you look at the onion skin through
the microscope.
Point out that there are many structures inside the cells
that can only be seen with certain stains or with special
microscopes. Ask students:

Xbt!uifsf!bozuijoh!zpv!dpvme!pctfswf!jo!uif!pojpo!sppu!ujq!dfmmt!
uibu!zpv!dpvmeoÖu!tff!jo!uif!pojpo!tljo!ps!diffl!dfmmt@
The nucleus contains an organism’s genetic material in
structures called chromosomes. When students stained
onion skin with iodine, they did not observe any chromosomes within the nuclei. This is because chromosomes
are usually long and stringy and cannot be seen under
a microscope. But just before cells are ready to divide,
the chromosomes become tightly condensed, and these
condensed chromosomes can be stained with special
dyes, as in the prepared onion root tip slides. Students
were able to observe chromosomes ﬁrsthand by viewing
the prepared slides of dividing onion root tip cells.
In this activity students examined one type of plant cell
and one type of animal cell. There are many different
types of cells in plants and animals. These vary greatly
in size, shape, and specialized function. Based on their
observations of onion and cheek cells, students may
conclude that plant cells are bigger than animal cells.
Point out that they have looked at only one type of
animal and plant cell and that they would have to look at
many more types before they could make that conclusion.
Students can read about different types of human cells in
the interest link that follows Activity 5, Specialized Cells.

Gpsnbujwf!Bttfttnfou!pg!Tuvefou!Mfbsojoh
As students are working on the activity and using their microscopes, circulate around the room and ask yourself
these questions to assess student learning. You may wish to prompt students with questions in order to aid your
assessment of their learning.
s

Are students using the microscopes correctly as
described in the directions?

s

Are students following the procedures for making
wet mounts and staining cells?

s

Are students actively involved in observing their
specimens, describing characteristic shapes and
sizes, noticing internal structures, and using
accurate descriptive words and analogies to discuss
what they see?

2>2K:?846==D

s

Are the students making accurate and detailed
drawings of their specimens, representing them in
correct proportion relative to the ﬁeld of view and
other items in the ﬁeld, and including all structures
they observe?

s

Are the students noticing similarities and differences
between different cell types?

s

Do the students grasp the concept of estimating size
in relation to the ﬁeld of view or another object in
the ﬁeld, and do they make reasonable estimates?
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STUDENT SHEET 4.1a.

!!

NAME

Pctfswjoh!boe!Nfbtvsjoh!Dfmmt;!Jotusvdujpot
Pojpo!dfmmt
1. To prepare a wet mount of onion cells, take a small chunk of onion and peel off a layer of the paper-like skin
between the onion’s ﬂeshy layers.
2. Lay the onion skin on the center of the slide. Try to avoid wrinkles. The piece of onion skin should be smaller than
the cover slip.
3. Using an eye dropper or pipet, put 1–2 drops of 1/10 X iodine solution on top of the onion skin.
4. Place a cover slip on top of the onion skin by holding it at an angle over the specimen and gently laying it ﬂat, as
shown below. Try not to trap bubbles underneath the cover slip.

COVER SLIP

ONION SKIN

SLIDE

5. Observe onion cells in the microscope and draw and describe what you see on Student Sheet 4.1b.
6. Determine the length of an onion cell by comparing it to the diameter of the ﬁeld of view, as you
did in Activity 3. Record on Student Sheet 4.1b and also on the large data table on Student Sheet 3.3
from Activity 3.
Remember: Cell Length = Field of View Diameter ÷ number of cells stretching across the ﬁeld

Ivnbo!Ibjs
How wide is a human hair? How does a hair’s width compare to the size of an onion cell?
Try measuring the width of a strand of your hair by comparing it to an onion cell.
1. Place a strand of your hair on the same slide as the onion cells, under the cover slip.
2. Observe the hair in the microscope and draw and describe what you see on Student Sheet 4.1b.
3. Estimate how wide the hair is compared to the length of a nearby onion cell, which you have already
determined. Record the hair width below and on Student Sheets 4.1b and 3.3.
For example, if the width of your hair is half the length of an onion cell, then you would write
down one half the length of the onion cell in the space below.

The width of my hair is:

''

Mm

Diffl!dfmmt
Now observe animal cells. Observe your own cells by scraping a few cheek cells
from the inside of your mouth.
1. Place a drop of 0.05% methylene blue solution on the slide.
2. Scrape the inside of your mouth gently with a toothpick.
3. Swirl the toothpick in the drop of liquid.
4. Cover with a cover slip, wait 5 minutes for the stain to enter the cells,
and examine in the microscope.
CAUTION: Because you are looking at human tissue, place all toothpicks, slides, and
cover slips used with cheek cells in disinfectant after use. Only prepare slides with your
own cells. Wash your hands when you ﬁnish working with the cheek cells.
5. Draw and describe the cells on Student Sheet 4.1b. In your description,
compare what you see to onion cells.
6. Determine the length of the cheek cells by comparing them to the diameter of the
ﬁeld of view, just as you did for the onion cells and in Activity 3.
NOTE: Some microscopes may not allow the cheek cells to be measured. In this case,
your teacher will tell you a different method to measure the cells.
7. Record cell size on Student Sheet 4.1b as well as in the large data table from
Activity 3 on Student Sheet 3.3.

Remember: Cell Length = Field of View Diameter ÷ number of cells stretching across the ﬁeld

2>2K:?846==D
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STUDENT SHEET 4.1b.

!!

NAME

Pctfswjoh!boe!Nfbtvsjoh!Dfmmt;!Ebub!Dibsu
To calculate size: Cell Length = Field of View Diameter ÷ number of cells stretching across the ﬁeld

Tqfdjnfo

Eftdsjqujpo

Esbxjoh

Onion skin stained
with iodine

Tj{f!)¶n*
Length

>28?:7:42E:@?+       
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Note: Use this sheet only if you cannot measure the length of a cheek cell using the ﬁeld of
view technique.
Now that you have measured the extremely small width of a human hair, you can measure the size of
items that were too small to measure using the ﬁeld of view technique, such as a human cheek cell. To do
this, compare the size of the cheek cell to something you have already measured, a human hair.
You could also use this technique to measure other microscopic objects that are too small to measure
using the ﬁeld of view technique, such as bacteria.
1. Place a human hair next to human cheek cells on a microscope slide and cover with cover slip. Because
hair width varies greatly from person to person, make sure to use hair from the same person whose
hair you measured earlier (on Student Sheet 4.1).
2. Look in the microscope and ﬁnd a ﬁeld that shows the human hair and at least one cheek cell. Estimate
how many cells it would take to stretch end to end across the width of the hair.
3. Fill out the table below and calculate the length of a human cheek cell by comparing it to the width of
a human hair, which you have already measured.
4. Record the length of a cheek cell on Student Sheets 4.1b and 3.3.
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Prepared slides of onion root tip. The onion cells on these slides have been treated with a dye that
stains structures inside of the cell. Root tips contain cells that are growing and dividing.
1. Examine the root tip slides in the microscope.
2. Draw and describe what you observe in the chart below.
3. What do you see in this slide that you didn’t see in the iodine stained onion cells?
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Onion skin stained with iodine
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CHROMOSOMES

Bojnbm!Dfmm
CELL MEMBRANE

NUCLEUS

CHROMOSOMES
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Cell biologists are scientists who study cells. They can do
many different types of jobs and work in lots of different types of places. Some cell biologists study the cells
of large organisms such as humans. They may work in
laboratories and hospitals and specialize in researching
how cells perform essential life functions such as eating,
growing, and breathing. For example, understanding
how cells grow and divide can help scientists learn
more about cancer, a disease that occurs when cells
divide uncontrollably.
Microbiologists are a type of cell biologist. They study
cells too, but they focus on microbes—very small organisms such as bacteria, viruses, and fungi that can be seen
only with a microscope. They study harmful microbes and
also develop ways to use microbes to help us in medicine,
agriculture, industry, and the environment. Food safety
inspectors are microbiologists who work to keep our
food supply safe by making sure it is free of harmful
microbes. For example, they may inspect restaurants to
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make sure meat is cooked at temperatures high enough
to kill bacteria. Scientists working in the ﬁeld of bioremediation may use bacteria to remove or break down
polluting chemicals, such as oil. Agricultural scientists may
study molds, a type of fungi, that grow on vegetables
and cause them to rot before they are ripe. Or they may
study how to spray plants with microbes that can kill
leaf-damaging insects.
Forensic scientists examine physical evidence that can be
used to solve crimes. They may have training in chemistry,
biology, and microscopy. Forensic scientists examine
the evidence and determine whether or not it can be
linked to the suspect. In this way, they can help to prove
the suspect’s innocence or guilt. For example, hairs and
clothing ﬁbers found at the crime scene can be examined
microscopically to try to match them to a suspect. Paint
left from a hit and run accident can be traced to the
exact make, model, and year of the car. Even animal hairs
have been used to help solve crimes (see sidebar).

42E92:C96=AD4@?G:4E
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In 1994, a cat named Snowball helped to solve the murder of
a 32 year old mother of ﬁve on Prince Edward Island, Canada.
The victim’s body was found in a shallow grave a few months
after she disappeared. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police
suspected her former husband had murdered her, but they did
not have any evidence against him. A leather jacket found near
the body contained two important pieces of evidence—blood
stains and several white hairs that looked like animal hairs.
Forensic scientists determined the blood came from the victim.
The Mounties remembered that the suspect’s parents, with
whom he was living, had a white cat named Snowball. A lab
that specialized in cat DNA was contacted and asked to analyze
the white hairs. By comparing DNA from the hairs on the
jacket to Snowball’s DNA, the lab showed that the white hairs
belonged to Snowball. This evidence helped to convict the
suspect of the murder, and this case opened the door to the
use of animal DNA in many later cases.
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Scientists build models to help them understand
how something works, what it looks like, or how its
parts interact.

s

Cells have several parts such as the cell wall or
membrane, the nucleus, and the chromosomes.

s

Cells can interact with each other in different ways to
form tissues. Tissues interact to form organs.
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s

Taking real observations and using them to create
a model

s

Working together cooperatively to build s omething
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1. Photocopy Student Sheet 5.1.

s

Student Sheet 5.1, Making Models of Cells,
Tissues, and Organs

s

Large resealable plastic bag

s

Small resealable plastic bag
(MUST FIT INTO LARGE PLASTIC BAG)

s

12 feet of yarn

2. Cut yarn into 12 foot sections.
3. Gather materials (Resealable bags, yarn, tape).
Note: A good combination of large and small
bags is gallon and quart-sized bags. You can also
use sandwich bags (about 6 inches x 5 inches) in
combination with 3.5 inch x 3 inch bags, which are
available at specialty stores.

gps!fbdi!hspvq!pg!tuvefout
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Tape

gps!uif!ufbdifs
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Green onion
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Cells are the basic building blocks of all living organisms. Complex organisms like plants and animals are
composed of many types of cells, each with a different function. But all cells share certain features. As
students observed in the last activity, plant and animal
cells have a nucleus, a cell wall or cell membrane,
and cytoplasm.
In organisms, groups of similar cells combine with each
other to form tissues. For example, bundles of muscle
cells stretched out side by side form muscle tissue. The
onion cells students looked at were also arranged in a
tissue, onion skin.
In both plants and animals, tissues are organized into
different body parts or organs. An organ is a structure
that has a speciﬁc function and is made up of several
different kinds of tissues. Some examples of organs
that students are familiar with include heart, lung,
eyes, and kidneys.
In this activity, students use simple materials to model
what they observed in the microscope when they
looked at onion and cheek cells. Students will make
three models. First, each student makes a single cell.
As a larger group, students assemble their cells into
a tissue, onion skin. Finally, they make a model of a
simple plant part, an onion stem, by rolling their onion
skin model into a tube.

Teachers frequently use models and model building to
represent objects, demonstrate processes, or to assess
student knowledge. Models allow students to handle
or manipulate an object that might otherwise be inaccessible, perhaps because it is too small, too large, or
too remote. It is important to keep in mind that all
models have limitations. For example, the materials used
to make a model may have different properties from
the actual object, or we may not be able to represent
distances accurately. Students need to be aware of
these limitations.
Scientists use models in a variety of ways, including representing inaccessible objects or abstract concepts. They
can even use models experimentally to predict a molecular structure that is consistent with experimental data. An
excellent example of this is the discovery of the structure
of DNA by James Watson and Francis Crick in 1953. Their
monumental paper was based on the three-dimensional
model of DNA they built. This model took into account
a wide variety of experimental data gathered by other
scientists. The strength of their model and the reason
that it was accepted by the scientiﬁc community lay in the
fact that it was consistent with all the existing information about DNA, it explained many observations about
the properties of DNA, and it allowed scientists to make
testable predictions about DNA.
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Students create a cell model to represent what they
saw when they observed onion skin cells under the
microscope. Review the features they observed in the
onion skin and cheek cells, including the cell wall of the
onion cells, the cell membrane of the cheek cells, and
the nucleus in both cell types. You will need to tell them
that the squiggly material inside the nuclei of the onion
cells is the genetic material for the cell, the chromosomes (or DNA).

+

Provide each student with Student Sheet 5.1, one small and
one large resealable plastic bag, and a twelve foot length
of yarn. Instruct them to make a model of a cell with these
materials, as stated in Student Sheet 5.1. They should be
able to create a simple cell model by placing the yarn inside
the small bag and then placing this inside the larger bag,
as shown in Figure 5.1. The students should draw and label
their cell model on Student Sheet 5.1 or in their student
notebook, as instructed in their directions.

+
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FIGURE 5.1. A cell model
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Explain to the students that in organisms, groups of
similar cells combine with each other to form tissues.
For example, the layer of onion skin they observed
under the microscope is a tissue.
Split the class into two groups. Challenge each team
to recreate what they saw when they looked at the
sheet of onion skin, using their cell models and tape.
The students should ﬁgure out that they can use the
tape to join all their cells together to create one big
sheet of onion skin, as shown in Figure 5.2. As speciﬁed on their student sheet, students should draw
their tissue model in their notebook or on Student
Sheet 5.1.
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FIGURE 5.2. A tissue model
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Explain to your students that different kinds of tissues
are organized together to form body parts or organs.
An organ is a body structure with a specialized function, and it is usually made up of several tissue types.
Ask students to name some of the organs in their
bodies and describe their functions.

Show the students a stem of green onion (an onion stem
is really a leaf!). Challenge the student teams to use their
layer of onion skin to form an onion stem. They should
recognize that they can roll their layer of cells into a
tube to represent the hollow stem. The teams might also
choose to stack two layers of cells and then roll them
together, forming a tube with concentric layers. Tell
students to draw and label their models in their student
notebooks or on Student Sheet 5.1.

FIGURE 5.3. Model of an organ
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After the students have constructed and drawn their
three models, ask them to discuss the three questions
on the bottom of Student Sheet 5.1 with the other
people in their group and then write their answers on
the student sheet or in their notebook. Then discuss
these questions as a class.

As homework or an in class assignment, ask students
to write a paragraph that describes how a brick is
similar to an onion cell. Tell them to discuss how
bricks are used to make structures that are analogous
to tissues and organs.
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As the students carry out this activity, watch for the following to assess their progress and understanding.
s Do

students use the materials provided to build a
cell model that is similar to the onion skin cells they
observed, using the large resealable bag for the cell
wall, the smaller bag for the nucleus, and the yarn
for the DNA?

s Do

students understand the meaning of cells, tissues,
and organs, and do they recognize that they have
organs in their own bodies?

s Do

students recognize the usefulness, as well as the
shortcomings, of building models?

s Do

students use their cell models to show how cells
can be joined to form a tissue, and tissues formed
into structures or organs?
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Making a Cell Model
Use one large and one small plastic bag and 12 feet of yarn to create a model of an onion
cell. Draw your cell model in the space below or in your notebook, and label its parts.

Making a Tissue Model
Inside the bodies of living organisms, groups of similar cells combine with each other to form
tissues. For example, muscle tissue is made up of bundles of muscle cells arranged side by
side. The onion cells you looked at were also arranged in a tissue.
Your teacher will divide your class into two groups. Using tape, work with your group
to combine all of your cell models to make a tissue like the onion skin you looked at.
Draw and label your model of onion skin in the space below or your notebook.

)!

Making a Model of an Organ
An organ is a body structure with a specialized function, and it is usually made up of several
tissue types. The stem of a green onion is a simple plant part that is made of plant tissue
organized in a certain way.
Use your model layer of onion skin cells and the tape to show how onion skin can be formed
into a green onion stem. Draw and label your onion stem model in your notebook.

Discussion Questions
Discuss the following questions with the students in your group.
Write your answers in the space below or in your notebook.
In what ways are the three models you built similar to the things they represent?

In what ways are each of your models different from the real thing?

How can models help us understand how something works? What are some
disadvantages of models?
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The human body is made up trillions of cells. Cells
make up your skin, muscles, and internal organs. Even
your bones contain cells. Cells need the same things to
stay alive that living organisms do, like oxygen, food,
water, and a way to get rid of waste. But not all cells
in our bodies are alike. We have hundreds of different
types of cells that are specialized to carry out the
many functions of a living organism. For example,
the muscle cells that make up the walls of your heart
cause its rhythmic beating. The cells in your pancreas
produce a hormone called insulin that helps you
control the levels of sugar in your blood. Neurons
(nerve cells) communicate information between your
brain and all parts of your body.
Muscle cells not only make up all the muscles in your
body, like the biceps in your arms, but are an important part of many organs too. The walls of your heart
are made up of long muscle cells, arranged side by
side (top panel of ﬁgure). These muscle cells contract
(grow shorter) and expand (grow longer) in unison
to cause your heart to beat rhythmically. This pumps
blood throughout your body. The heart contains
other types of cells too. Without muscle cells, your
heart would be unable to beat.
Glands are organs that help regulate many of your
body’s functions, like growing, maturing, and using
food. The specialized cells of glands make chemical
messengers called hormones that they release into
the blood. The hormones travel in the bloodstream
throughout the body, ﬁnding the places where they
perform their jobs. One gland, the pancreas, is about
the size of your ﬁst and is located right behind your
stomach. Beta cells in the pancreas produce the
hormone insulin (middle panel of ﬁgure). Insulin helps
control your blood sugar levels. If your blood sugar
levels are too high or low, you can become sick. Diabetes is a disease that occurs when your body either
doesn’t make enough insulin or doesn’t respond to
it correctly. People with diabetes can control their
blood sugar levels by controlling what foods they eat,
exercising, and in some cases by taking insulin shots
several times a day.

)#

Neurons are the cells of your nervous system, which
includes your brain, your spinal cord, and the many nerve
cells throughout your body (bottom panel of ﬁgure).
Neurons communicate with each other and with muscle
and gland cells by sending and receiving both chemical
and electrical signals. In this way, neurons can carry
information from all parts of your body to your brain
and back again in nanoseconds (1/1,000,000,000 second).
For example, if you touch a hot stove, the nerves in your
ﬁnger send a message to your brain that says “hot”
and “ow!” The neurons in your brain immediately send
a message back to the muscles in your arm and ﬁnger
saying “take your hand off of the stove NOW!” Neurons
come in many different shapes and sizes. As you can see
in the picture, neurons are unusual looking. They have
a cell body with branching dendrites and an axon. The
cell body can be up to 100 micrometers wide (about 1/10
the width of a poppy seed) or as small as 4 micrometers.
The really amazing thing about neurons is that they can
be over a meter long—some neurons stretch all the way
from the tip of your big toe to your brain!
We’ve looked at only three of your different cell types—
muscle, gland, and neuron—but there are many, many
more. All of your different cell types work together to
make a living, breathing, functioning human—you.
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Heart Muscle Cell

30μm

Pancreas Beta Cells

10μm

Nerve Cell

up to 5m long

10μm

FIGURE 1. Top panel, heart muscle cells. Scale bar = 30 μm.
Middle panel, pancreas beta cells. Scale bar = 10 μm. Bottom
panel, nerve cell. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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s

Cells are very small.

s

s

Scaled or proportional drawings show
the relative sizes of objects.

Calculating how large microscopic objects
would be if scaled up 100 fold

s

Drawing objects to scale
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3TUDENT 3HEET  Scaling Up Microscopic Objects

s

3EED AND CELL MEASUREMENTS FROM
3TUDENT 3HEETS   AND 

s

-ETRIC RULER

s

#OLORED PENCILS CRAYONS OR MARKERS

s

$RAWING OR NOTEBOOK PAPER
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/VERHEAD -ASTER  Scaling Up Microscopic Objects
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%XPLAIN TO STUDENTS THAT THEY WILL BE CALCULATING THE
SIZES OF MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS IF THE OBJECTS WERE 
FOLD 8 BIGGER THAN THEY REALLY ARE 4HIS IS CALLED
hSCALING UPv 3TUDENTS WILL USE THIS IDEA AGAIN IN
!CTIVITY  Sizing Up Cells
5SE /VERHEAD -ASTER  TO HELP STUDENTS VISUALIZE
WHAT IT MEANS TO SCALE UP AN OBJECT AND TO GUIDE
THEM THROUGH A SAMPLE SCALING CALCULATION 4HIS
OVERHEAD CONTAINS A PICTURE OF A SQUARE THAT HAS BEEN
SCALED UP    AND  FOLD AS WELL AS A TABLE FOR
MAKING SCALING CALCULATIONS ! SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR
AN OBJECT OF  MM IS PROVIDED IN THE TABLE BELOW
5SE THIS EXAMPLE TO lLL IN THE lRST LINE ON THE OVERHEAD TABLE AS YOU EXPLAIN HOW TO DO THE CALCULATION
4HE TABLE BELOW ALSO PROVIDES ACTUAL AND SCALED UP
SIZES FOR SEVERAL MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS 3TUDENTS WILL
CHOOSE AT LEAST TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEEDS TWO
CELL TYPES AND A HUMAN HAIR FOR THEIR DRAWING USING
DATA THEY HAVE RECORDED ON 3TUDENT 3HEETS  
AND  !FTER ENTERING THE NAME AND ACTUAL SIZE OF
EACH OBJECT ONTO THE TABLE ON 3TUDENT 3HEET  THEY
WILL CALCULATE THE 8 SIZE OF EACH OBJECT IN BOTH
MM AND CM AS YOU HAVE JUST DEMONSTRATED 7HILE
THE STUDENTS ARE DOING THEIR OWN CALCULATIONS ASK
FOR A FEW EXAMPLES TO ADD TO THE OVERHEAD TABLE SO
THEY CAN SEE THE RANGE OF SIZES FOR EACH OBJECT THEY
MEASURED &OR EXAMPLE ONION CELLS MAY BE AS SMALL AS
 MM AND AS LARGE AS  MM AND THIS WILL RESULT IN
DIFFERENT SIZES WHEN THEY ARE SCALED UP

.EXT STUDENTS WILL USE THE CALCULATED NUMBERS FROM
THE TABLE TO MAKE A 8 DRAWING OF THESE OBJECTS AS
SHOWN IN THE SAMPLE DRAWING IN &IGURE  4HEY CAN
IMAGINE THEY ARE USING A MICROSCOPE TO LOOK AT ALL OF THE
OBJECTS AT THE SAME TIME IN ONE lELD OF VIEW 3INCE THE
OBJECTS ARE IN THE SAME lELD THEY WILL ALL BE MAGNIlED
TO THE SAME EXTENT FOLD -AKE SURE STUDENTS DO NOT
CONFUSE THE SCALE FACTOR OF  WITH THE MAGNIlCATION OF
THE MICROSCOPE THAT THEY USED DURING THEIR MICROSCOPIC
OBSERVATIONS 9OU MAY WANT TO SHOW THE SAMPLE DRAWING
TO THE STUDENTS BUT DONT GIVE THEM A COPY OR THEY MAY
BE TEMPTED TO MAKE THEIR DRAWINGS JUST THE SAME
)NSTRUCT THE STUDENTS TO USE A METRIC RULER AND PENCIL TO
LIGHTLY MARK THE SIZE OF EACH OBJECT ON THEIR PAPER BEFORE
THEY SKETCH IT #ONlRM STUDENTS MEASUREMENTS BEFORE
ALLOWING THEM TO PROCEED WITH THEIR DRAWINGS -AKE
SURE THAT THE RELATIVE SIZES OF THEIR OBJECTS MAKE SENSE
EG THAT AN ONION CELL IS NOT DRAWN BIGGER THAN A CARROT
SEED  0ROVIDE STUDENTS WITH COLORED PENS PENCILS OR
CRAYONS TO COMPLETE THEIR DRAWINGS AND ENCOURAGE THEM
TO SHOW THE SAME DETAILS THAT THEY OBSERVED THROUGH
THE MICROSCOPE
4HE DRAWINGS CAN BE QUITE COLORFUL AND BEAUTIFUL 9OU
MAY WISH TO MOUNT THEM ON COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER
AND DISPLAY THEM AROUND THE ROOM /R THE PICTURES COULD
BE MOUNTED AND TAPED TOGETHER TO FORM A LARGE CLASSROOM hQUILTv OF MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS
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FIGURE 6.1. Sample Drawing of Scaled Up Microscopic Objects
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#AN STUDENTS ACCURATELY CALCULATE THE SIZE THAT
OBJECTS WOULD BE IF SCALED UP BY A FACTOR OF 
$O THEY CORRECTLY lLL IN THE TABLE ON 3TUDENT
3HEET 

s

$O THE STUDENTS DRAWINGS MAKE SENSE !RE THE SEEDS
BIGGER THAN THE ONION OR CHEEK CELLS )S THE WIDTH OF
THE HAIR SMALLER THAN THE SEED !RE THE DIMENSIONS OF
EACH OBJECT SCALED UP PROPORTIONALLY

s

7HEN PLANNING THEIR DRAWINGS DO STUDENTS USE A
RULER TO MARK THE SCALED UP SIZE OF EACH OBJECT ON
THEIR PAPER

s

$O STUDENTS DRAWINGS SHOW THE LEVEL OF DETAIL THAT
THEY OBSERVED IN THE MICROSCOPE

))
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STUDENT SHEET 6.1.
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&ILL IN COLUMNS  AND  OF THE TABLE BELOW WITH THE NAMES OF SEVERAL OBJECTS AND THEIR
SIZES FROM !CTIVITIES  AND  WHICH YOU HAVE RECORDED ON 3TUDENT 3HEETS   AND 
)NCLUDE at least TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF SEEDS TWO CELL TYPES AND A HUMAN HAIR
&ILL IN THE OTHER COLUMNS FOR EACH OBJECT BY CALCULATING HOW BIG THE OBJECT WOULD BE IN
MM AND CM IF MAGNIlED OR SCALED UP  FOLD 8 
&OR EXAMPLE IN THE lRST LINE OF THE TABLE BELOW THE OBJECT WAS MEASURED TO BE  MM
LONG 4HIS NUMBER WAS CONVERTED TO MILLIMETERS AND  MM WAS RECORDED IN COLUMN 
7HEN THIS MEASUREMENT IS SCALED UP  FOLD IT IS  X  MM OR  MM COLUMN 
OR  CM COLUMN  

pckfdu
EX AMPLE
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To convert actual size from μm to mm, divide by 1000.
To scale up actual size in mm to 100X size in mm, multiply by 100.
To convert 100X size in mm to 100X size in cm, divide by 10.

!S YOU MAKE YOUR DRAWING PRETEND YOU ARE LOOKING AT ALL OF THE OBJECTS IN THE MICROSCOPE AT THE
SAME TIME IN ONE lELD OF VIEW -AKE SURE TO KEEP ALL ITEMS IN PROPORTION TO EACH OTHER
5SE A METRIC RULER AND PENCIL TO LIGHTLY MARK THE SIZE OF EACH OBJECT ON YOUR PAPER BEFORE YOU
SKETCH IT USING THE SIZES FROM COLUMN  OR  OF THE TABLE ABOVE $O THE SIZES YOU HAVE DRAWN
MAKE SENSE TO YOU !RE THE SEEDS BIGGER THAN THE CELLS )S THE ONION CELL BIGGER THAN THE CHEEK
CELL 3HOW YOUR MARKED PAPER TO YOUR TEACHER BEFORE DOING THE DRAWING
.OTE IF YOU CANNOT lT THE ENTIRE OBJECT ON YOUR PAPER DRAW ONLY PART OF IT
5SE COLORED PENCILS MARKERS OR CRAYONS TO DRAW THE PICTURE "E SURE TO INCLUDE ALL OF THE DETAILS
YOU OBSERVED WHEN YOU LOOKED AT THE OBJECTS IN THE MICROSCOPE
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OVERHEAD MASTER 6.1

Tdbmjoh!Vq!Njdsptdpqjd!Pckfdut
How big will a microscopic object be if it is scaled it up 100 fold?

2
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To convert actual size from μm to mm, divide by 1000.
To scale up actual size in mm to 100X size in mm, multiple by 100.
To convert 100X size in mm to 100X size in cm, divide by 10.
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(OW OLD DO YOU HAVE TO BE TO MAKE A SCIENTIlC DISCOVERY &OR %MMA .OYES OF /MAK 7ASHINGTON THE
ANSWER IS ABOUT  4HATS HOW OLD %MMA WAS WHEN
SHE DISCOVERED A NEW BACTERIUM IN THE MUD AT THE
BOTTOM OF ,AKE 7ASHINGTON
7HILE IN THE TH GRADE %MMA WORKED FOR SIX WEEKS
IN THE LAB OF $R -ARY ,IDSTROM AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF
7ASHINGTON 57  4HE ,IDSTROM LAB STUDIES HOW
BACTERIA CAN BE USED AS TINY hFACTORIESv TO CARRY OUT
CHEMICAL REACTIONS USED IN MANUFACTURING AND OTHER
PROCESSES 4HE LAB IS ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN LEARNING
HOW BACTERIA CAN BE USED TO CLEAN UP THE ENVIRONMENT &OR EXAMPLE BACTERIA CAN BE USED TO GET RID OF
METHANE A GAS THAT CAUSES GLOBAL WARMING 7ORKING
WITH $R -ARINA +ALYUZHNAYA A SCIENTIST IN THE LAB
%MMA SET OUT TO lND BACTERIA THAT FEED ON METHANE OR
RELATED COMPOUNDS

FIGURE 1. Emma Noyes examines bacteria at the
University of Washington.

FIGURE 2. Labrys methylaminiphilus, as seen with a scanning
electron microscope. The bumpy surface of the cells may be
caused by the imaging technique. Image courtesy of Dr. Jimmie C.
Lara. This work is funded by the National Science Foundation as
part of the Microbial Observatories program.

*#

4HE lRST STEP IN %MMAS EXPERIMENT WAS A LOT OF FUN
3HE TOOK A BOAT TO THE MIDDLE OF ,AKE 7ASHINGTON AND
COLLECTED CORES OF MUD FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE LAKE
%MMA TOOK THE CORE SAMPLES BACK TO THE LAB WHERE
SHE MIXED SMALL AMOUNTS OF THE MUD WITH A NUTRIENT
BROTH AND ALLOWED BACTERIA IN THE MUD TO GROW 4HEN
SHE SPREAD THIS BACTERIA SOLUTION ONTO A GELATIN LIKE

SUBSTANCE CALLED AGAR /N THE AGAR EACH BACTERIAL
CELL GREW AND DIVIDED UNTIL IT FORMED A LARGE GROUP
OF IDENTICAL CELLS CALLED A COLONY #OLONIES MADE BY
DIFFERENT BACTERIA VARY IN THEIR SIZE AND SHAPE "ASED
ON THESE DIFFERENCES %MMA SELECTED SEVERAL COLONIES
FOR FURTHER EXPERIMENTS 4HE ,IDSTROM LAB ANALYZED
THE $.! INSIDE EACH OF THE ISOLATED BACTERIA AND
DISCOVERED THAT ONE OF THEM WAS A NEW BACTERIUM
WHICH THEY NAMED Labrys methylaminiphilus
"UT WHY ALL THE FUSS ABOUT A NEW KIND OF BACTERIUM
/NE REASON SAYS %MMA IS THAT hSCIENCE IS ALL ABOUT
LEARNING MORE ABOUT THE EARTH WE LIVE ONv %MMAS
BACTERIUM SHOWN IN &IGURE  IS AN OVAL SHAPED CELL
ABOUT  MM LONG AND  MM WIDE REMEMBER  MM
IS  OF A MILLIMETER  4HATS ABOUT  TH THE SIZE
OF THE HUMAN CHEEK CELL YOU LOOKED AT IN !CTIVITY 
4HE BACTERIUM IS SURROUNDED BY A THICK COAT CALLED
A CAPSULE )T FEEDS ON METHYLAMINE A COMPOUND
PRODUCED MAINLY BY THE DECAY OF ANIMALS )TS NAME
methylaminiphilus IN FACT MEANS hMETHYLAMINE
LOVINGv 4HIS BACTERIUM CAN ALSO DIGEST HUMIC ACIDS
COMPOUNDS MADE WHEN DEAD TREES ROT )N THIS WAY IT
CONTRIBUTES TO THE NATURAL RECYCLING OF SUBSTANCES THAT
ARE A PART OF ALL LIVING THINGS

2>2K:?846==D
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7HAT LED %MMA A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT FROM A TOWN OF
 PEOPLE TO A RESEARCH LAB HUNDREDS OF MILES AWAY AT
THE 57 !S A LITTLE GIRL %MMA WAS FASCINATED BY DISEASE
AND LIKED TO PRETEND THAT SHE HAD BUBONIC PLAGUE AND
HAD TO lND THE CURE !LTHOUGH HER PARENTS ARE NOT SCIENTISTS HER MOTHER IS AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COUNSELOR AND
HER FATHER IS A .ATIVE !MERICAN ARTIST THEY SUPPORTED
%MMAS INTEREST IN SCIENCE )N HIGH SCHOOL %MMAS TEACHERS ENCOURAGED HER TO TAKE CHALLENGING MATH AND SCIENCE
COURSES WHICH GAVE HER THE BACKGROUND TO DO RESEARCH
AT THE 57 !FTER COMPLETING HIGH SCHOOL %MMA BECAME
A STUDENT AT THE 57 WHERE SHE NOW STUDIES SCIENCE AND
MATH 3HE PLANS TO PURSUE A CAREER IN PUBLIC HEALTH AND
ONE DAY RETURN TO /MAK TO EDUCATE HER COMMUNITY ABOUT
HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
7HAT ADVICE WOULD %MMA GIVE TO MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
WHO ARE MAKING CHOICES ABOUT THE FUTURE 3HE WOULD
ENCOURAGE THEM TO EXPLORE DIFFERENT OPTIONS )N %MMAS
WORDS h$ONT CLOSE ANY DOORS BEFORE YOU KNOW WHATS
BEHIND THEMv

*$

Tj{joh!Vq

Dfmmt

E:>6 What is Diffusion? takes about 15 minutes to complete. Is Bigger Better? takes students approximately
15 minutes to set up, and is followed by a 2–3 hour observation period and a 15 minute discussion. Paper Bag
Cells can be completed in 15–20 minutes, and the extension, Comparing Cubic Cells, requires about 50 minutes.

4@?46AED
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s $IFFUSION IS THE PROCESS OF MOVEMENT OF A MATERIAL
from an area of high concentration to an area of
lower concentration, resulting in even distribution of
the material.

s

Developing and justifying an experimental
hypothesis

s

Observing and recording experimental results

s

Using experimental results from a model system
to expand understanding of the biological system

s

Estimating relative volumes and surface areas
of cubes

s

Calculating volumes and surface areas of cubes

s #ELLS EXCHANGE MATERIALS WITH THE OUTSIDE THROUGH
diffusion, moving nutrients in and wastes out.
s ! CELLS SURFACE AREA VOLUME AND SHAPE AFFECT
exchange of materials between the inside and the
outside of the cell.
s #ELLS ARE SMALL SO THAT THEY CAN EXCHANGE
materials efﬁciently.

(EXTENSION ACTIVITY)

s

Converting a list of characteristics to a deﬁnition.

s

Writing persuasively to justify why an object is
living or non-living.

Pwfswjfx
Tuvefout!mfbso!uibu!nptu!dfmmt!bsf!tnbmm!tp!uibu!ovusjfout!dbo!fbtjmz!
npwf!joup!uifn!boe!tqsfbe!uispvhipvu!uif!dfmm!joufsjps-!boe!xbtuf!
qspevdut!jotjef!uif!dfmmt!dbo!npwf!pvu/!Up!tuvez!uif!spmf!pg!ejggvtjpo!
jo!uif!npwfnfou!pg!nbufsjbmt!joup!boe!pvu!pg!dfmmt-!tuvefout!ep!bo!
fyqfsjnfou!vtjoh!dvcft!pg!hfmbujo/!Cz!dpnqbsjoh!qbqfs!cbht!ps!dvcft!
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2/ Xibu!jt!Ejggvtjpo@ 3TUDENTS OBSERVE WHAT HAPPENS
OVER TIME WHEN A DROP OF FOOD COLORING IS ADDED TO
A CUP OF WATER

3/! Jt!Cjhhfs!Cfuufs@!3TUDENTS PREDICT HOW SIZE WILL AFFECT
THE DIFFUSION OF A SUBSTANCE INTO A CUBE OF GELATIN AND
TEST THEIR HYPOTHESIS EXPERIMENTALLY

4/! Qbqfs!Cbh!Dfmmt/!$URING THIS CLASS DEMONSTRATION
STUDENTS MAKE OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE VOLUMES AND
SURFACE AREAS OF DIFFERENT SIZED CUBES THAT HAVE BEEN
CONSTRUCTED OF PAPER BAGS

5/! Dpnqbsjoh!Dvcjd!Dfmmt /04)/.!, %84%.3)/. !#4)6)49 
3TUDENTS BUILD PAPER MODELS OF DIFFERENT SIZED CUBIC
hCELLSv AND CALCULATE THEIR VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA
4HEY DISCUSS HOW INCREASING THE SIZE OF A CELL CHANGES
ITS SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME RATIO AND MAY AFFECT HOW
WELL MATERIALS CAN DIFFUSE INTO OR OUT OF THE CELL
4HIS EXTENSION ACTIVITY IS INTENDED FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
STUDENTS WHO HAVE PREVIOUSLY LEARNED ABOUT RATIOS AS
WELL AS HOW TO CALCULATE THE VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA
OF CUBES IN THEIR MATH CLASSES

6/! Joufsftu!Mjol;!Uifsf!Bsf!Fydfqujpot!up!Fwfsz!Svmf/!
3TUDENTS READ ABOUT SOME VERY LARGE CELLS AND LEARN
HOW THEY MANAGE TO GET NUTRIENTS
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s

3TUDENT 3HEET  What is Diffusion?

s

3TUDENT 3HEET  Is Bigger Better?

s

3TUDENT 3HEET A Comparing Cubic Cells
ONLY IF STUDENTS WILL BE DOING THIS EXTENSION ACTIVITY

gps!fbdi!tuvefou!hspvq;
Xibu!jt!Ejggvtjpo@ 345$%.43 7/2+ ). 0!)23
s

&OOD COLORING RED GREEN OR BLUE

s

 ML WATER IN CLEAR PLASTIC CUP

Jt!Cjhhfs!Cfuufs@ 345$%.43 7/2+ ). 0!)23

/VERHEAD TRANSPARENCY OF LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING
THINGS FROM !CTIVITY 

86EE:?8C625J
 /NE TO TWO DAYS BEFORE DOING THIS ACTIVITY MAKE THE
GELATIN BROMOTHYMOL BLUE MIX SEE RECIPE AT RIGHT 
4HE GELATIN CAN BE STORED IN THE REFRIGERATOR FOR n
WEEKS AS LONG AS IT IS COVERED WITH PLASTIC WRAP "E
SURE TO LABEL THE DISH hINEDIBLEv SO NO ONE EATS IT
 /N THE DAY OF THE EXPERIMENT CUT THE GELATIN INTO  CM
X  CM X  CM SLABS USING A PLASTIC KNIFE ONE SLAB FOR
EACH LAB GROUP  2EMOVE FROM THE PAN WITH A SPATULA

s

'ELATIN SLAB  CM X  CM X  CM ON PIECE OF PLASTIC WRAP

s

 ML BAKING SODA SOLUTION IN CLEAR PLASTIC CUP

s

-ETRIC RULER

 -AKE A SOLUTION OF BAKING SODA BY ADDING  GRAMS
ABOUT  LEVEL TABLESPOONS BAKING SODA TO  LITER OF
WATER ABOUT   CUPS 

s

0LASTIC KNIFE AND SPOON

 0HOTOCOPY STUDENT SHEETS

Dpnqbsjoh!Dvcjd!Dfmmt 345$%.43 7/2+ ). '2/503 /& &/52
s

3CISSORS

s

#ELLOPHANE TAPE

s

3TUDENT SHEET B Large Cube Template

s

3TUDENT SHEET C Small Cube Template  COPIES

gps!ufbdifs;
Jt!Cjhhfs!Cfuufs@
s

 INCH X  INCH RECTANGULAR PLASTIC OR GLASS DISH

s

 PACKAGES +NOX

s

"ROMOTHYMOL "LUE 3OLUTION
&RESHWATER P( 4EST +IT

4-

UNmAVORED GELATIN POWDER

s 3PATULA

Qbqfs!Cbh!Dfmmt
s

 PAPER LUNCH BAGS
  INCHES X   INCHES X   INCHES

s

 LARGE PAPER GROCERY BAG
 INCHES X  INCHES X  INCHES

s

#ELLOPHANE TAPE

s

3CISSORS

*'

 0REPARE PAPER BAGS FOR THE Paper Bag Cells
DEMONSTRATION 3%% PREPARING PAPER BAGS FOR PAPER BAG CELLS.
 2EVIEW MATH CURRICULUM TO DETERMINE WHETHER
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO DO THE EXTENSION ACTIVITY
WHICH REQUIRES VOLUME SURFACE AREA AND
RATIO CALCULATIONS
 0REPARE AN OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY THAT CONTAINS A LIST
OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS THAT YOUR STUDENTS
CAME UP WITH IN !CTIVITY 

Hfmbujo.Cspnpuiznpm!Cmvf!Njy
¦!304!dvq!dpme!xbufs
¦!3!!204!dvqt!cpjmjoh!xbufs
¦!4!qbdlbhft!LopyUN!voàbwpsfe!hfmbujo!qpxefs
¦!!3!ufbtqppot!Cspnpuiznpm!Cmvf!Tpmvujpo!!
)Gsftixbufs!qI!Uftu!Lju*+
0OUR  CUP COLD WATER INTO A SAUCEPAN AND SPRINKLE THE
GELATIN POWDER ON TOP !LLOW THE GELATIN TO SOFTEN FOR A
FEW MINUTES AND THEN ADD   CUPS BOILING WATER 3TIR
UNTIL GELATIN IS COMPLETELY DISSOLVED HEATING BRIEmY IF
NECESSARY !LLOW TO COOL FOR ABOUT  MINUTES AND THEN
ADD  TEASPOONS "ROMOTHYMOL "LUE 3OLUTION

AND PLACE IN THE REFRIGERATOR UNTIL SET ,ABEL THE DISH
hINEDIBLEv SO NO ONE EATS THE GELATIN !LTHOUGH A DILUTE
SOLUTION OF BROMOTHYMOL BLUE IS NOT KNOWN TO BE A
HEALTH HAZARD IT IS GOOD LAB SAFETY PRACTICE NOT TO INGEST
OR HANDLE NON FOOD CHEMICALS OR PUT THEM NEAR EYES AND
TO WASH HANDS AFTER CONTACT

4HE GELATIN SHOULD BE YELLOW IN COLOR )F IT IS BLUE THEN
ADD A SMALL AMOUNT OF VINEGAR ABOUT  TEASPOON JUST
ENOUGH TO TURN THE GELATIN YELLOW 0OUR INTO A  INCH X
 INCH DISH TO A DEPTH OF  CM USE A RULER TO MEASURE
THE DEPTH OF THE LIQUID GELATIN  #OVER WITH PLASTIC WRAP

"ROMOTHYMOL "LUE 3OLUTION &RESHWATER P( 4EST
+IT IS DISTRIBUTED BY !QUARIUM 0HARMACEUTICALS
)NC AND CAN BE PURCHASED FROM MANY PET OR
AQUARIUM STORES FOR ABOUT  4O LOCATE A STORE
NEAR YOU VISIT iuuq;00xxx/brvbsjvnqibsn/dpn
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 PAPER LUNCH BAGS   INCHES X   INCHES X   INCHES
 LARGE PAPER GROCERY BAG  INCHES X  INCHES X  INCHES
Follow the directions below to make each of the 5 bags into a rectangular box.

21!jodift

22!!!809!jodift

SMALL BAGS: Cut each small bag across the top,
10 inches from the bottom.

LARGE BAG: Cut the large bag across the top,
11 7/8 inches from the bottom.

2! 609!jodift

4!!!203!jodift

SMALL BAGS: Make a 1 5/8 inch cut on each of the four corners of
the bag from the top of the bag toward the bottom.

LARGE BAG: Make a 3 1/2 inch cut on each of the four corners
of the bag from the top of the bag toward the bottom.

3/

2/

SMALL AND LARGE BAGS: 1. Cut off the side ﬂaps. 2. Fold top and
bottom ﬂaps toward each other and tape together in the middle.

*)

Cbdlhspvoe!Jogpsnbujpo!gps!Ufbdifst
!LL LIVING ORGANISMS FROM THE TINIEST BACTERIUM TO THE
LARGEST WHALE ARE MADE OF CELLS #ELLS CARRY OUT ALL THE
FUNCTIONS THAT DElNE LIVING ORGANISMS SUCH AS CONSUMING
FOOD PRODUCING WASTE RESPIRING REPRODUCING AND DYING
SEE !CTIVITY  Living and Non-living  -ANY LIFE FORMS
LIVE AS SINGLE CELLS WHILE MORE COMPLEX ORGANISMS ARE
MADE UP OF MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF SPECIALIZED CELLS THAT
CANNOT SURVIVE ON THEIR OWN
)N SPITE OF THE HUGE RANGE IN THE SIZE OF MULTICELLULAR
ORGANISMS THE SIZES OF THE CELLS THAT COMPRISE THEM ARE
VERY SIMILAR 0LANT AND ANIMAL CELLS ARE USUALLY BETWEEN
 AND  MM IN DIAMETER RECALL FROM !CTIVITY  THAT
 MM IS  MM  ,ARGE PLANTS OR ANIMALS ARE LARGE
BECAUSE THEY HAVE MORE CELLS THAN SMALLER ORGANISMS NOT
BECAUSE THEY HAVE LARGER CELLS &OR EXAMPLE THE  MM
LONG ROUNDWORM CALLED Caenorhabditis elegans WHICH
HAS BEEN STUDIED EXTENSIVELY BY SCIENTISTS HAS ABOUT 
CELLS WHILE A HUMAN HAS APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED
TRILLION CELLS      

2>2K:?846==D
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7HY DO LARGE ORGANISMS HAVE MORE CELLS RATHER THAN HAVING LARGER CELLS 4HE ANSWER LIES IN THE RATE THAT MATERIALS
CAN DIFFUSE INTO AND OUT OF THE CELL AND PENETRATE TO ALL
ITS PARTS 4HE mOW RATE OF MATERIALS SUCH AS NUTRIENTS AND
WASTES INTO OR OUT OF A CELL IS PROPORTIONAL TO ITS SURFACE
AREA 4HESE MATERIALS MUST BE ABLE TO REACH THE ENTIRE
VOLUME OF THE CELL !S CELL SIZE INCREASES THE RATIO OF SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME DECREASES SO THE ABILITY TO EXCHANGE
MATERIALS ALSO DECREASES

**

Qsftfoujoh!uif!Bdujwjuz
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%NGAGE STUDENTS INTEREST BY ASKING THEM TO PREDICT
WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN THEY ADD A DROP OF FOOD
COLORING TO A GLASS OF WATER AND HAVE THEM WRITE THEIR
HYPOTHESIS ON 3TUDENT 3HEET  0ROVIDE EACH STUDENT
PAIR WITH A CLEAR PLASTIC CUP OF WATER 4HEN ADD A DROP
OF FOOD COLORING TO EACH CUP OR HAVE THE STUDENTS
ADD IT AND LEAVE THE CUPS UNDISTURBED FOR  MINUTES
)NSTRUCT STUDENTS TO RECORD THEIR OBSERVATIONS WITH
DRAWINGS AND A FEW WORDS IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE FOOD
COLORING IS ADDED AND  MINUTES LATER

2EVIEW THE LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS THAT STUDENTS IDENTIlED IN !CTIVITY  Living and Non-living. 4ELL
THE STUDENTS THAT CELLS NEED TO DO ALL THE THINGS THAT LIVING
ORGANISMS DO INCLUDING TAKING IN FOOD AND GETTING RID OF
WASTE #ELLS TAKE IN FOOD THROUGH THEIR CELL MEMBRANE
AND THE FOOD DIFFUSES TO ALL PARTS OF THE CELL 7ASTE INSIDE
THE CELL PASSES THROUGH THE CELL MEMBRANE AND DIFFUSES
INTO THE LIQUID OUTSIDE THE CELL %XPLAIN TO STUDENTS THAT
THEY WILL USE CUBES OF GELATIN TO MODEL CELLS OF DIFFERENT
SIZES 4HEY WILL MEASURE HOW FAST A SUBSTANCE BAKING
SODA DISSOLVED IN WATER SOAKS COMPLETELY INTO THE DIFFERENT SIZED CUBES 3TUDENTS SHOULD WORK IN GROUPS OF TWO
OR THREE

!FTER STUDENTS HAVE MADE THEIR OBSERVATIONS DISCUSS
THEIR RESULTS AS A CLASS 3TUDENTS SHOULD NOTICE THAT THE
FOOD COLORING MIXES WITH THE WATER SO THAT THE COLOR
BECOMES LESS INTENSE AT THE PLACE WHERE THE DROP WAS
lRST ADDED AND MORE EVENLY SPREAD THROUGHOUT THE CUP
)NTRODUCE DIFFUSION THE PROCESS BY WHICH A MATERIAL
SPONTANEOUSLY MOVES FROM AN AREA OF HIGH CONCENTRATION TO AN AREA OF LOWER CONCENTRATION %XPLAIN THAT DIFFUSION IS AN IMPORTANT PROCESS FOR MOVING MATERIALS IN
AND OUT OF CELLS 7HEN THE CONCENTRATION OF A NUTRIENT IS
HIGHER OUTSIDE A CELL THAN INSIDE THE NUTRIENT MOVES BY
DIFFUSION INTO THE CELL !T lRST THE CONCENTRATION OF THE
NUTRIENT IS HIGHER JUST INSIDE THE CELL MEMBRANE THAN IN
THE REST OF THE CELL BUT IT QUICKLY DIFFUSES THROUGHOUT
THE ENTIRE CELL

3TUDENTS USE  CM  CM AND  CM CUBES OF GELATIN TO
REPRESENT CELLS 4HE GELATIN CONTAINS "ROMOTHYMOL "LUE
"4" A P( INDICATOR THAT IS YELLOW IN WEAK ACID AND
BLUE IN WEAK BASE !T THE BEGINNING OF THE EXPERIMENT
THE GELATIN IS SLIGHTLY ACIDIC SO IT IS YELLOW 3TUDENTS SOAK
THE CUBES IN A SOLUTION OF BAKING SODA WHICH IS BASIC
7HEN THE SODA ENTERS THE GELATIN CUBE THE "4" TURNS
BLUE 3TUDENTS CAN MONITOR HOW FAR THE BAKING SODA HAS
DIFFUSED INTO THE CUBES BY OBSERVING THE THICKNESS OF THE
BLUE CUBE EDGES
$EMONSTRATE HOW TO CUT THE CUBES USING A PLASTIC KNIFE
4HIS CAN BE DONE ON AN OVERHEAD PROJECTOR SO STUDENTS
CAN CLEARLY SEE WHAT YOU ARE DOING 4HEN ASK STUDENTS
TO CUT THEIR THREE CUBES TO THE CORRECT SIZES   AND 
CM ALSO USING PLASTIC KNIVES )T CAN BE DIFlCULT TO CUT THE
CUBES TO EXACTLY THE RIGHT DIMENSIONS SO REASSURE YOUR
STUDENTS THAT THE CUBES DONT NEED TO BE PERFECT
"EFORE THE STUDENTS PLACE THEIR CUBES IN THE BAKING SODA
SOLUTION ASK THEM TO FORM A HYPOTHESIS ABOUT WHICH
CUBE WILL TURN BLUE THE FASTEST AND RECORD IT ON 3TUDENT
3HEET  (AVE THE STUDENTS SUBMERGE THEIR CUBES IN THE
BAKING SODA SOLUTION AND OBSERVE HOW LONG IT TAKES FOR

"!!
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EACH OF THE THREE CUBES TO TURN COMPLETELY BLUE 4HEY
SHOULD MAKE THEIR OBSERVATIONS EVERY lVE MINUTES FOR
THE lRST  MINUTES AND THEN EVERY  MINUTES AFTER
THAT )T TAKES A FAIRLY LONG TIME FOR THE CENTER OF EACH
CUBE TO BECOME COMPLETELY BLUE ABOUT  MINUTES FOR
THE  CM CUBE  MINUTES FOR THE  CM CUBE AND OVER
 HOURS FOR THE  CM CUBE  9OU MAY WANT TO FOCUS ON
OTHER SUBJECTS WHILE STUDENTS ARE WAITING FOR THE LARGER
CUBES TO TURN BLUE )N A MIDDLE SCHOOL SETTING WHERE YOU
SEE STUDENTS FOR n MINUTE CLASSES YOU MAY WANT TO
SET UP A SERIES OF  CM CUBES AT  MINUTE INTERVALS PRIOR
TO THE START OF CLASS SO STUDENTS CAN FOLLOW DIFFUSION
OVER A LONGER TIME THAN THE CLASS ALLOWS
#ONCLUDE THE ACTIVITY BY DISCUSSING THE REASON WHY CELLS
ARE SMALL "ASED ON THEIR GELATIN CUBE EXPERIMENT STUDENTS SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT BEING SMALL MAKES IT EASIER
FOR CELLS TO TAKE IN NUTRIENTS AND GET RID OF WASTES

A2A6C32846==D
5SE THE PAPER BAG hCELLSv YOU PREPARED IN ADVANCE SEE
Preparing Bags for Paper Bag Cells TO DEMONSTRATE THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA (AVE
A STUDENT STACK THE FOUR SMALLER BAGS SO THEY HAVE THE
SAME OVERALL SHAPE AS THE LARGER BAG 3TUDENTS SHOULD
NOTICE THAT THE VOLUME OF THE LARGE BAG CELL IS FOUR TIMES
THE VOLUME OF EACH SMALL BAG CELL 4HEN ASK STUDENTS
WHICH WILL HAVE THE LARGER SURFACE AREA THE LARGE BAG
CELL OR FOUR SMALLER ONES 4O ANSWER THIS QUESTION CUT
THE BAGS SO YOU CAN SPREAD THEM OUT mAT AND COMPARE
THE SURFACE AREAS OF THE LARGE BAG CELL AND THE FOUR
SMALLER ONES %VEN THOUGH THE  SMALL BAGS HAD THE
SAME VOLUME AS THE LARGE CELL STUDENTS WILL SEE THAT THE
 SMALL BAG CELLS HAVE A MUCH GREATER COMBINED SURFACE
AREA THAN THE LARGE BAG CELL

4HE EXTENSION ACTIVITY ALLOWS STUDENTS TO FURTHER EXPLORE
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA
FOR CELLS OF DIFFERENT SIZES 4HIS ACTIVITY IS INTENDED FOR
STUDENTS WHO UNDERSTAND RATIOS AND CAN CALCULATE SURFACE
AREA AND VOLUME 4EACHERS MAY WANT TO REVIEW THESE
CALCULATIONS BEFORE BEGINNING )N THIS ACTIVITY STUDENTS
MAKE ONE  CM CUBE AND EIGHT  CM CUBES AND COMPARE
THE SURFACE AREA VOLUME AND RATIO OF SURFACE AREA TO
VOLUME FOR THE LARGE CUBE AND EIGHT SMALL CUBES 4HEY
WILL THEN CONSIDER WHAT THIS RATIO MIGHT TELL THEM ABOUT
HOW WELL MATERIALS CAN DIFFUSE INTO CELLS OF DIFFERENT SIZES
)NSTRUCT THE STUDENTS TO CUT OUT THE SHAPES AND FORM THEM
INTO CUBES BY FOLDING ALONG THE SOLID LINES TUCKING IN THE
mAPS AND TAPING IN PLACE 4HEY SHOULD NOTICE THAT THE
EIGHT SMALL CUBES lLL THE SAME VOLUME AS THE ONE LARGE
CUBE (AVE THE STUDENTS FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS ON STUDENT
SHEET A TO CALCULATE THE SURFACE AREA VOLUME AND RATIO
OF SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME FOR THE LARGE CUBE AND EIGHT
SMALL CUBES AND ANSWER THE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
&INISH THE ACTIVITY WITH A DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND ANSWERS
TO THE QUESTIONS ON 3TUDENT 3HEET A 3TUDENTS MAY
NEED SOME GUIDANCE IN MAKING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN
THE SURFACE AREA OF THE CELL AND HOW MUCH MATERIAL CAN
ENTER A CELL FROM THE OUTSIDE !S CELLS GET LARGER BOTH THE
SURFACE AREA AND THE VOLUME INCREASE BUT THE VOLUME
INCREASES MORE THAN THE SURFACE AREA DOES 4HUS STUDENTS
SHOULD BE ABLE TO PREDICT THAT IT WOULD BE HARDER FOR A
LARGE CELL TO GET FOOD TO ALL ITS PARTS THAN A SMALL CELL

0ROCEED NEXT TO EITHER THE OPTIONAL EXTENSION ACTIVITY
OR TO THE CONCLUDING )NTEREST ,INK There are Exceptions
to Every Rule.
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Surface area of cube: !DD THE AREAS FOR EACH SIDE OF
THE CUBE !REA OF A SQUARE IS , X , WHERE , IS THE LENGTH
OF ONE SIDE 3INCE A CUBE HAS  EQUAL SIDES THE SURFACE
AREA OF THE CUBE IS  X , X , 
Volume of cube: VOLUME  , X , X ,
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WHEN STACKED TO HAVE SAME
SHAPE AS LARGE CUBE

Ejtdvttjpo!Rvftujpot!boe!Botxfst
Tell the students to discuss these questions in their groups and then as a class:
s

7HICH DIMENSIONSURFACE AREA OR VOLUMEIS
IMPORTANT FOR DETERMINING HOW MUCH FOOD CAN PASS
INTO A CELL
The surface area is important for determining how
much food can pass into a cell.

s

7HICH DIMENSIONSURFACE AREA OR VOLUMETELLS US
HOW MUCH SPACE INSIDE THE CELL NEEDS TO GET FOOD
The volume tells us how much space inside the cell
needs to get food.

s

7HAT HAPPENS TO THE RATIO OF SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME
WHEN THE CUBES GET LARGER
When cubes get larger, the ratio of surface area to
volume gets smaller.

"!#

s

7HAT DOES THIS RATIO TELL US ABOUT HOW WELL THE BAKING
SODA MOVED INTO YOUR GELATIN CUBES AND HOW WELL A
SUBSTANCE CAN MOVE INTO A CELL
The smaller the cube, the faster the baking soda can
reach the cube center because the ratio of surface area
to volume increases as the size of the cube decreases.
The same is true for cells. A small cell would be able to
exchange materials faster than a large cell because the
ratio of its surface area to volume is greater than the
ratio for the large cell.

:?E6C6DE=:?<+E96C62C66I46AE:@?D
E@6G6CJCF=6

Ejtdvttjpo!Rvftujpot!boe!Botxfst
s

)N THIS READING STUDENTS lRST LEARN ABOUT UNUSUALLY LARGE
CELLS THAT SEEM TO CONTRADICT THE RULE THAT CELLS NEED TO BE
SMALL 4HEY GO ON TO LEARN WHY EACH OF THESE CELL TYPES
CAN SURVIVE IN SPITE OF THEIR LARGE SIZE

Students will give a variety of answers, such as: most
cells are very small (microscopic), cells are surrounded
by a cell wall or cell membrane, cells have a nucleus,
cells contain DNA, cells come in many different shapes
and sizes.

4@?4=F5:?8E9624E:G:EJ
7RAP UP THE ACTIVITY BY MAKING CONNECTIONS TO CONCEPTS
STUDENTS HAVE LEARNED THROUGHOUT THE !MAZING #ELLS
UNIT )N !CTIVITIES  AND  STUDENTS MEASURED THE DIMENSIONS OF A VARIETY OF ITEMS INCLUDING TWO TYPES OF CELLS
4HEY WILL HAVE NOTICED THAT CELLS ARE QUITE SMALL COMPARED
TO MANY OF THE THINGS THEY EXAMINED INCLUDING TINY SEEDS
LIKE POPPY SEEDS )N !CTIVITY  STUDENTS CARRIED OUT SEVERAL ACTIVITIES THAT HELPED THEM TO UNDERSTAND THAT CELLS
ARE SMALL SO THAT THEY CAN EFlCIENTLY EXCHANGE MATERIALS
BETWEEN THEIR INTERIOR AND THE SURROUNDING ENVIRONMENT
3HOW STUDENTS AN OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY OF THE LIST OF
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING THINGS THAT THEY DISCUSSED IN
!CTIVITY  WHICH SHOULD HAVE INCLUDED THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR FOOD AND GETTING RID OF WASTE (ELP THEM RECOGNIZE
THAT THESE CHARACTERISTICS ARE IMPORTANT FOR CELLS AS WELL
AS WHOLE ORGANISMS AND THAT CELL SIZE IS IMPORTANT FOR
OBTAINING NOURISHMENT AND GETTING RID OF WASTE 4HE
QUESTIONS BELOW MAY HELP TO GUIDE THIS DISCUSSION

7HAT ARE SOME FEATURES OF CELLS THAT YOU LEARNED FROM
THE !MAZING #ELLS UNIT

s

,OOK AT THE h$ElNITION OF A ,IVING 4HINGv THAT YOUR
TEACHER HAS PUT ON THE OVERHEAD PROJECTOR 7HICH OF
THESE CHARACTERISTICS ALSO APPLY TO CELLS
Students should recognize that cells require food and
water and need to get rid of waste. Based on their
observation of chromosomes inside the prepared slides
of mitotic cells, they may realize that cells reproduce.
They should also realize that cells die. At this point,
students do not have the background to make the
connection between breathing to exchange gases
(oxygen into the organism and carbon dioxide out
of the organism) and cellular respiration, which is
what happens to oxygen at the level of the cell. You
may want to tell students that cells in multicellular
organisms and many free living cells use oxygen and
give off carbon dioxide.

s

7HY ARE CELLS SOMETIMES CALLED THE hBUILDING BLOCKS
OF LIFEv
Cells are called the building blocks of life because
all living organisms are made up of cells, and the
smallest organisms consist of single cells.
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$URING THIS ACTIVITY STUDENTS DO SEVERAL INTERCONNECTED ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP AN UNDERSTANDING FOR WHY CELLS ARE
SMALL %ACH SEGMENT BUILDS ON THE CONCEPTS LEARNED IN THE PREVIOUS SEGMENTS SO IT IS IMPORTANT THAT STUDENTS
UNDERSTAND THE KEY CONCEPTS INTRODUCED AT EACH STEP 4HE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WILL HELP YOU TO GUIDE STUDENT
LEARNING AND ASSESS STUDENTS UNDERSTANDING

s

#AN STUDENTS DESCRIBE AND DRAW WHAT IS HAPPENING TO
THE FOOD COLORING AS IT SITS IN THE GLASS OF WATER

s

$O STUDENTS FORM A PLAUSIBLE HYPOTHESIS PRIOR TO THE
EXPERIMENT WITH THE GELATIN CUBES AND CAN THEY
JUSTIFY THEIR HYPOTHESIS

s

$O STUDENTS MAKE OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE RELATIVE
VOLUMES AND SURFACE AREAS OF THE ONE LARGE AND FOUR
SMALL BAGS

"!%

s

$O STUDENTS UNDERSTAND THE SIGNIlCANCE OF THE RATIO OF
SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME FOR THE EXCHANGE OF MATERIALS
IN CELLS

s

#AN STUDENTS CALCULATE SURFACE AREA VOLUME AND RATIO
OF SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME CORRECTLY EXTENSION ONLY

!

STUDENT SHEET 7.1.

NAME

Xibu!jt!Ejggvtjpo@!
)N THIS EXPERIMENT YOU WILL ADD A DROP OF FOOD COLORING INTO A CUP OF WATER
AND OBSERVE WHAT HAPPENS OVER THE NEXT  MINUTES

Forming a hypothesis: 0REDICT WHAT WILL HAPPEN WHEN YOU lRST DROP THE FOOD COLORING
INTO THE WATER 0REDICT WHAT IT WILL LOOK LIKE AFTER IT HAS BEEN IN THE WATER FOR  MINUTES

Procedure: !DD  DROP OF FOOD COLORING TO A CUP OF WATER 2ECORD THE APPEARANCE OF THE FOOD
COLORING AND WATER IMMEDIATELY AFTER YOU ADD THE FOOD COLORING AND AFTER  MINUTES
Results:

Bqqfbsbodf!jnnfejbufmz!bgufs!gppe!dpmpsjoh!jt!beefe

Bqqfbsbodf!bgufs!6!njovuft

Questions:
 $ESCRIBE THE CHANGES YOU OBSERVED

 7HAT DO YOU THINK CAUSED THESE CHANGES
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STUDENT SHEET 7.2.

!

NAME

!!

Jt!Cjhhfs!Cfuufs@
)N THIS EXPERIMENT YOU WILL TEST WHETHER MATERIALS DIFFUSE MORE QUICKLY THROUGHOUT A SMALL CELL OR A LARGE
CELL 4O MODEL CELLS OF DIFFERENT SIZES YOU WILL USE CUBES OF GELATIN THAT ARE  CM  CM OR  CM ON EACH
SIDE 9OU WILL SOAK THE CUBES IN BAKING SODA SOLUTION 4HE GELATIN CONTAINS A COLOR INDICATOR THAT IS YELLOW
TO BEGIN WITH AND TURNS BLUE WHEN IT REACTS WITH BAKING SODA 9OU WILL RECORD THE TIME IT TAKES FOR EACH OF
THE CUBES TO TURN COMPLETELY BLUE
SAFETY TIP: Do not eat the gelatin or put it near your mouth or eyes. Although there are no known health hazards for
this color indicator, it is good lab practice to keep all chemicals away from your mouth and eyes and to wash your hands
after touching.
Forming a hypothesis: 0REDICT WHICH OF THE THREE CUBES WILL TURN ENTIRELY BLUE THE QUICKEST
THE  CM  CM OR THE  CM CUBE %XPLAIN WHY YOU THINK THIS
Procedure: 7ORK IN PAIRS
 0LACE YOUR CHUNK OF GELATIN ON A PIECE OF PLASTIC WRAP 5SE THE KNIFE AND RULER TO CUT THREE CUBES
ONE WITH SIDES OF  CM ONE WITH SIDES OF  CM AND ONE WITH SIDES OF  CM
 0LACE THE CUBES IN THE CUP OF BAKING SODA SOLUTION
 /BSERVE THE CUBES EVERY lVE MINUTES FOR THE lRST  MINUTES AND EVERY  MINUTES AFTER THAT
2ECORD WHAT YOU SEE AND THE TIME IT TAKES FOR EACH CUBE TO BECOME ALL BLUE

Dvcf!Tj{f

Pctfswbujpot!evsjoh!tpbljoh

Ujnf!gps!dvcf!up!uvso!bmm!cmvf!)njovuft*

 CM

 CM

 CM

Questions:
 (OW DID THE SIZE OF THE CUBE AFFECT HOW QUICKLY THE CUBE TURNED ALL BLUE

 $ISCUSS WHAT YOUR EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TELL YOU ABOUT THE SIZE OF CELLS
(OW MIGHT CELL SIZE AFFECT HOW WELL A CELL WOULD SURVIVE

"!'

STUDENT SHEET 7.3a

!

NAME

!!

Dpnqbsjoh!Dvcjd!Dfmmt
! CELL TAKES UP FOOD FROM ITS SURROUNDINGS THROUGH ITS OUTER SURFACE THE CELL MEMBRANE OR THE CELL WALL  .UTRIENTS
HAVE TO DIFFUSE FROM THE SURFACE OF THE CELL TO ALL PARTS OF ITS INTERIOR !S A CELL GETS BIGGER
ITS SURFACE AREA GETS BIGGER BUT SO DOES THE SPACE INSIDE ITS VOLUME
)N THIS ACTIVITY YOU WILL MAKE ONE LARGE AND EIGHT SMALL PAPER CUBES AND CALCULATE THEIR VOLUME AND SURFACE AREA
4HEN YOU WILL DISCUSS HOW THE SIZE OF CELLS WOULD AFFECT HOW WELL FOOD COULD DIFFUSE INTO THEM
Procedure:
 7ORK IN GROUPS OF FOUR #UT OUT THE SHAPES ON 3TUDENT 3HEETS B AND C AND MAKE THEM INTO
PAPER CUBES BY FOLDING ALONG THE SIDES OF THE CUBES TUCKING IN THE TABS AND TAPING IN PLACE
 3TACK THE EIGHT SMALL CUBES SO THEY HAVE THE SAME SHAPE AS THE LARGER CUBE
 !NSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION 7HAT DO YOU NOTICE ABOUT THE TOTAL VOLUME
OF THE EIGHT SMALL CUBES COMPARED TO THE ONE LARGE CUBE
 .OW CALCULATE THE SURFACE AREA VOLUME AND RATIO OF SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME
FOR THE LARGE CUBE AND EIGHT SMALL ONES
Cube Calculations:
Surface area of cubeD !DD THE AREAS FOR EACH SIDE OF THE CUBE !REA OF A SQUARE IS , X , WHERE , IS THE LENGTH
OF ONE SIDE 3INCE A CUBE HAS  EQUAL SIDES THE SURFACE AREA OF THE CUBE IS  X , X , 
Volume of cubeD VOLUME  , X , X ,

Dvcf
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Discussion Questions: )N YOUR GROUP ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
s

7HICH DIMENSIONSURFACE AREA OR VOLUMEIS IMPORTANT FOR DETERMINING HOW MUCH
FOOD CAN PASS INTO A CELL

s

7HICH DIMENSIONSURFACE AREA OR VOLUMETELLS US HOW MUCH SPACE INSIDE THE CELL
NEEDS TO GET FOOD

s

7HAT HAPPENS TO THE RATIO OF SURFACE AREA TO VOLUME WHEN THE CUBES GET LARGER

s

7HAT DOES THIS RATIO TELL US ABOUT HOW WELL THE BAKING SODA MOVED INTO YOUR GELATIN
CUBES AND HOW WELL A SUBSTANCE CAN MOVE INTO A CELL
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STUDENT SHEET 7.3b

Mbshf!Dvcf!Ufnqmbuf
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STUDENT SHEET 7.3c

Tnbmm!Dvcf!Ufnqmbuf
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9OU HAVE LEARNED THAT CELLS ARE SMALL SO THAT NUTRIENTS CAN DIFFUSE INTO THEM AND WASTE PRODUCTS CAN
DIFFUSE OUT "UT HERE ARE SOME VERY UNUSUAL CELLS THAT DONT SEEM TO PAY ATTENTION TO THIS hRULEv
Part 1. Meet the Giant Cells
 Epulopiscium ﬁshelsoni IS A GIANT BACTERIUM THAT LIVES
IN THE GUT OF THE BROWN SURGEONlSH )T IS LARGE ENOUGH
TO BE SEEN WITH THE NAKED EYE AND IS A LITTLE SMALLER
THAN THIS HYPHEN   7HILE MOST BACTERIA ARE n MM
LONG E. ﬁshelsoni CAN BE AS BIG AS
 MM 8  MM
 4HE LARGEST KNOWN BACTERIUM IS Thiomargarita
namibiensis WHICH IS A SPHERE SHAPED CELL RANGING IN
SIZE FROM n MM ABOUT THE SIZE OF THIS DOT v 
)T WAS DISCOVERED IN OCEAN SEDIMENTS OFF THE SHORES
OF THE !FRICAN NATION OF .AMIBIA T. namibiensis USES
SULFATES FOR FOOD AND hBREATHESv COMPOUNDS CALLED
NITRATES INSTEAD OF OXYGEN 5SUALLY THE LEVELS OF NITRATES
IN THE WATER WHERE IT LIVES ARE LOW BUT DURING MAJOR
STORMS THE MUD ON THE OCEAN mOOR IS STIRRED UP
RELEASING NITRATES T. namibiensis STORES NITRATE RICH
WATER INSIDE ITSELF AFTER A STORM

Epulopiscium fishelsoni

1mm
Thiomargarita namibiensis

1mm
Nerve cell

 4HE LONGEST KNOWN CELLS ARE THE nerve cells of the
giraffe THAT EXTEND FROM THE BASE OF THE NECK TO THE
TIP OF THE TOE 4HESE SENSORY NEURONS CAN BE UP TO 
METERS IN LENGTH
 4HE YOLK OF A BIRDS EGG IS ALSO A SINGLE CELL 4HE LARGEST
YOLK ISYOU GUESSED ITTHE ostrich egg yolk WHICH
IS ABOUT  MM IN DIAMETER 4HATS BIGGER THAN A
TENNIS BALL
(OW CAN THESE CELLS BE SO LARGE 3PEND A FEW MINUTES
BRAINSTORMING WITH YOUR LAB PARTNERS ABOUT HOW THESE
GIANT CELLS CAN SURVIVE IN SPITE OF THEIR LARGE SIZE 4HEN
READ 0ART  TO lND OUT HOW THESE CELLS SOLVE THE PROBLEM
OF TRANSPORTING MATERIALS INTO AND OUT OF THEMSELVES

""!

up to 5m long

10μm

Part 2. How do they do it?
. E. ﬁshelsoni IS SO LARGE HOW CAN IT TRANSPORT ENOUGH
NUTRIENTS INTO ITSELF AND GET RID OF ITS WASTES 4HE
ANSWER IS THAT IT HAS A VERY WAVY AND FOLDED CELL
MEMBRANE 4HE WAVES AND FOLDS CREATE A LARGE SURFACE
AREA AND REDUCE THE VOLUME INSIDE THE CELL
 4HE INSIDE OF T. namibiensis CONTAINS A LARGE SAC lLLED
WITH NITRATE RICH WATER 4HIS SAC lLLS UP  OF THE
CELL AND SO THE PART OF THE CELL THAT NEEDS TO ABSORB
NUTRIENTS OR GET RID OF WASTE IS ONLY THE THIN LAYER JUST
UNDER THE CELL MEMBRANE
 !LTHOUGH SOME GIRAFFE NERVE CELLS ARE SEVERAL METERS
LONG THEY ARE ALSO VERY THIN ABOUT  «M -ATERIALS
CAN EASILY DIFFUSE INTO AND OUT OF THE CELL BECAUSE
THE DISTANCE FROM THE MIDDLE OF THE CELL TO THE
MEMBRANE IS VERY SHORT SEE PICTURE OF NERVE CELL ON
PREVIOUS PAGE 

Epulopiscium fishelsoni

300μm
Thiomargarita namibiensis
Cell Membrane
Sac containing nitrates

500μm

 -OST OF THE YOLK OF AN OSTRICH EGG OR ANY BIRDS EGG
CONSISTS OF FOOD THAT IS USED TO BUILD THE CHICK AS IT
DEVELOPS )N A TINY REGION ON THE TOP OF THE YOLK IS THE
PART OF THE CELL THAT WILL GROW INTO THE CHICK AFTER BEING
FERTILIZED 4HIS REGIONS THE SIZE OF A TYPICAL CELL ABOUT
n «M THIS SMALL PART OF THE CELL NEEDS
TO EXCHANGE NUTRIENTS AND WASTES
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